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1.4 Per Cent Of County
Population Immigrants
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To what extent have the
changes in the immigration
law, enacted in 1965, affected
Calloway County'
How many people from
foreign countries have taken up
residence in the local area?
How
many
other local
residents, born in the United
States, have foreign-born
parents?
As changed in 1965, the
regulations that had coqtrolled
admission to this country for
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The Kentucky Legionaire
comes up with a poem entitled
"Miss Heroin" which should be
read and reread. Especially by
any young folks who may
contemplate "playing around"
with drugs, secure in the false
knowledge that they can stop
whenever they want to.
The

poem's

author

is

MISS HEROIN
So, now Little Man, you've
grown tired of grass, L.S.D.,
goof balls, cocaine, and hash;
And someone, pr.aencling to
be a true friend, Said, "I'll
troduce to yattiss Heroin."
Well, honey, before you starf
fooling with me, Just let rue
inform you of how it will be.
For I will seduce you and
make you my slave. I've sent
men much stronger than you to
their graves.

ers To
ed in,
TON (AP) —
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ays jet to Cuba
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You think you could never
become a disgrace And end up
addicted to poppy seed waste.
So you'll start inhaling me one
afternoon; You'll take me into
your arms very soon.
And once I have entered deep
down in your veins, The craving
will nearly drive you insane.
You'll need lots of money (as
you have been told); For,
darling, I'm much more expensive than gold.
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uthorities at. Jose
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nearly 50 years—the national
origins quota system—were
discontinued.
Quotas were eliminated.
Instead,
within
certain
limitations, entry was to be on a
first-cone, first-served basis,
with preference given to close
relatives of people already
here.
It has resulted in a dramatic
shift üa the pattern of immigration. Whereas most of the
newcomers had been arriving
from England,Ireland, Canada,
Germany and Scandinavia up to
this point, the neg., flow was
mainly from Asia, Southern and
Eastern Europe and the
Caribbean.
In the past ten years or so, a
record 3,330,000 came in, . They
spread to all
parts of the
Unitea States.
In Calloway County, as it
stands now, according to the
Latest Census Bureau figures,
some 1.4 percent of the local
population are of "foreign
stock.This consists of those who
were born abroad and those of
foreign or mixed parentage who
were born in this country.
Conversely, the great bulk of
the local population, 96.6 percent of it, consists of nativeborn
Americans
with
background of at least three
generations here.
Back in 1960, the records
show, 0.8 percent of the people
in Calloway County were of
foreign stock, as against the
current ratio.of 1.4 percent.
Elsewhere in the United
States, by way of comparison,
16.5 percent are now listed as
(Continued on Page Twelve

Mrs. Claxton Will
Give Book Study
For The Acteens

Mrs. Inez Claxton, Ordway
Hall director at MSU, will
conduct the Acteen meeting
Tuesday, November 23, for the
study of European missions.
The Acteens I ages 12-17) of
the First Baptist Chui ch in
Murray will have the benefit of
some of Mrs. Claxton's exYou'll swindle your mother; periences when she visited
and, just for a buck, You'll turn Europe. She will have on
into something vile and corrupt. display jewelry, leather goods,
You'll mug and you'll steal for and handwork from some of the
my narcotic charm, And feel European countries.
contentment when I'm in your
The meeting, 6-8 p.m., will be
held in Mrs. Calxton's apartarms.
The day when you realize the ment at Ordway Hall where she
monster you've grown, You'll has been director since 1960.
She will teach from the book,
(Continued on Page Twelve)
"They Have Soul," with emphasis on Germany, Italy,
Austria and Yugoslavia.
A native of Clinton, she has
been active in church work for
many years as organist and
pianist. Mrs. Claxton attended
Jackson Purchase
Cloudy and cool this morning Union University in Jackson,
with a chance of a few light Tenn., where she was a
snow flurries diminishing by graduate in piano. Since she has
noon. Mostly cloudy this af- been at Murray State, she has
earned two degrees there, a
ternoon. High today in the upper
30s. Diminishing cloudiness bachelor's degree in elementonight and cold, becoming tary education, and a master of
partly cloudy Thursday. Lows arts degree in education.
Some of Mrs. Claxton's actonight in the low 30s. High
Thursday in the low 40s. Friday tivities here in Murray include
being on the board for the Inpartly cloudy and cool.
ternational Students
Kentucky Extended Outlook Association, and a member of
Friday through Sunday.
the American Association of
Partly cloudy and cool University Women and the
Friday. Partly cloudy and a
Murray State Women's Society.
little warmer Saturday. Considerable cloudiness and turCORRECTION
ning a little cooler again SunThe regular price for
day. Early morning lows in the .Coleman Lanterns, model
Upper 20s and low 30s Friday, 200A195, advertised in Uncle
and....in_Lhe low and mid 30s Jeff's special section in
Saturday and Sanday. Daytime Tuesday's Ledger & Times,
highs in the low and mid 50s should have been $13.57, not
Friday, in the mid 50s and loirks $3.57. Uncle Jeff's is selling the
60s Saturday, and in the 508 lanterns at a special price
. of
Sunday
$11.97.

The Weather

une_eci that the Cuban
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ient," which handles .
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Burley Prices Improve Slightly;
Some Farmers Still Hold Crops
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)—
Burley tobacco prices improved
slightly Tuesday after a disappointing opening day, but a
handful of farmers still withheld their crops from the auction floor.
But no auction sales were reported suspended Tuesday.
Monday, a sale in Shelbyville
was suspended because farmers were unhappy with prices
offered for their tobacco and
refused to sell.
Tuesday's sales averaged
$79.88 per hundredweight on
Kentucky markets on a volume
of 23,235,407 pounds.

Ralph Bogard, right, was presented the "Chihli' of the Year Asard." given annually
by the
Murray Civitan Club, by Coffield Vance, club president. This assail' is given each
year at the
recommendation of a committee appointed by the president to select a member they feel
has greatly
contributed to the club, community, and his fellowman. Bogard has served three
years as club
treasurer, one year as vice-president, and has six years perfect attendance. He is
an active member
of the Memorial Baptist Church where he has served as deacon and treasurer. Self
employed in
trucking, he is married to the former Eva Wilkerson and they have three children. Kenny
Bogard,
Mrs. Shere Parker, and Mrs. Judy Curd.

Program To Give Smokers'ilmes' Ga"us
Chance To 'Kick' Habit Completes Training
Smokers who want to kick the
habit will be given that chance
in n SLal five-day plan
beginninjünday night at the
Ellis Community Center.
The program,a public service
offered by the Murray Seventhday Adventist Church, consists
of consecutive evening group
therapy sessions, and a personal control program to follow
at home or at work
Tickets to the sessions may be
obtained by phoning 753-2715.
There is no charge for the
program itself, but a $2
registration fee will be collected
to cover the cost of materials
used in the course. This is the
only charge whatsoever, which
Is less than most would spend on

Ray Mofield To Be
Nashville Speaker
Dr. Ray Mofield, Chairman of
the
Department of Communications at Murray State
University, has been chosen as
the keynote speaker for the
annual teachers banquet at the
Harpeth Hills Church of Christ
in Nashville, Tennessee.
Program Chairman Terry
Olive,formerly of Mayfield and
Benton, made
the
announcement today. The event is
scheduled for Saturday evening
December 2, 1972 at 6:00 p.m.
The theme of the address will
be "Communications—the Key
for '73."

cigarettes during a five ci_al
period, Bill Strong, co-director
of the program, said.
The local program, though
new to Murray, has been held
successfully in cities all across
the U.S., as well as Canada arid
many foreign countries. The
well-knliwn country music
singer, Johnny Cash, stopped
smoking as a result of attending
the Five-Day Plan at Madison
Hospital in Nashville. Just
recently, the Plan was held in
the
Nations
United
headquarters where some 80
percent of those attending
stopped smoking.
Uninvited are those who don't
have an honest desire to quit
smoking. Strong said.
Strong said that by the third
day of group therapy more than
50 percent of participants lose
their craving for tobacco. And
by the fifth evening the success

FT. JACKSON, S.C.—Army
Private James D. Gargus, 19,
son of Mr: and Mrs. 'Thomas
Pickard, Route 7, Murray,
recently completed eight weeks
of basic training at Ft.'Jackson,
S.C.
He received instruction in
drill and ceremonies, weapons,
map reading, combat tactics,
military courtesy, military
justice, first aid, and army
history and traditions.
The 1971 graduate of
Calloway County High School
received his training in Company B, 3rd Batallion, 1st
Brigade.
His wife, Rita, lives at 815 S.
Eighth Street.

The state Department of Ag- he theorized, "and companies
riculture reported sales totaling don't want to buy water."
$18,560,679.05 during the second
There are differing opinions
day of the auctions.
on the net effect of the ,humid
Monday's average price was weather on the price of to$79.42 per hundredweight on a bacco. Some tobaccomen and
sales volume of 20,269,236 farmers say that buyers are
pounds for
a
total
of bidding lower on the crop be$15,795,896.18.
cause the excess water M the
The highest price paid in leaf is something they will pay
Tuesday's sales was at Leba- for now and dry out later.
non, where sales averaged
Gex Diuguid, president of the
$80.65 per hundredweight on a Carrollton Tobacco Board of
volurra of 642,290.
Trade said Tuesday that the
At Shelbyville, where the tobacco is carrying more moismarket closed down Monday ture than it did last year, "and
because farmers refused to sell there's at least 100 million
at low prices, an average of pounds of tobacco to be sold
$80.56 per hundredweight was this year" over 197115reduction,
recorded, on a volume of 645,- he said.
873 pounds.
The latest USDA estimate of
The lowest price Tuesday the 1972 burley crop is 572.6
was at Henderson, where the million pounds.
average was $75.47 on a volTobacco sales continue today,
umeu of 166,884. There was no break for Thanksgiving, and
sale Monday at Henderson.
then resume Friday. During the
Lexington reported the high- remainder of the season, the
est volume of tobacco sold with sales will be conducted on the
Winners in the Rotary 3,293,507 pounds auctioned for first
four days of the week.
Christmas Community Auction $79.97 per hundredweight.
The Federal-State Market
poster contest were announced
There were no sales Tuesday News Service said a record was
today by A W. Simmons, Jr., at Paducah or Franklin.
established on opening day in
chairman of the Rotary special
Observers had predicted a the eight-state burley belt,
activities committee.
much better average price for where 35,926,668 pounds sold for
Nine winners were chosen the burley-0 or higher.
an average of $79.26.
froni over 100 entries. The
"A lot alf bliss just set their
This average was $1.54 higher
ett was open to al/ first sights too high," said one Carthan the previous opening day
students in the Murray roll County fanner.
average set last year on 33,04J,and Calloway County schools.
"The tobacco right now has a 120 pounds. Monday's volume
The winners are Kevin lot of case (moisture content),"
also was up nearly three milion
Adams, Angela Rush, and Steve
pounds from last year's opener.
Jeffrey from Kirksey; Terry
Tuesday's market on the belt
Cunningham and Edna Winseemed a little stronger, the
chester from New Concord;
service said.
John Dyer and Chris Clark from
Many grades advanced $1 to
Robertson; and.Amy Ryan and
$2 per hundred pounds over
Bruce Motheral from Carter.
opening level:rand alarger pc
Each of the winners will
portionon better lugs and flyreceive a new $5 bill from the
ings sold for $81 to $82.
Murray Rotary Club, a chicken
Quality changed very little,
The Murray Woman's Club
dinner at the Burger Queen,and
however, and there was a slight
and the Calloway Council for
an invitation to ride as "Santa's
increase in the percentage of
Drug
Education
are
Helpers" on the Santa Claus
tips and mixed grades.
cooperating in plans to observe
float in the Rotary auction
Government loan receipts
Kentucky Health Awareness
parade.
amounted to 1.6 per. cent of te
Month which
has been
The parade will start at the proclaimed by Gov. Wendell
offerings on opening day comMurray Middle School at 4 p.m. Ford for November.
pared with just three-tenths per
Saturday. November 25, and
Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman, cent last year.
proceed down Main Street to the president of the Woman's Club
couri square.
and a member of the Drug
Council, said that the 13,500
women of the KFWC will
combine forces to promote
Health Awareness.
The *urray Club now has the
projecTof the collection of S & H
Miss Betty Sue Hornbuckle,
green stamps for the purchase daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
of a kidney dialysis machine, William Hornbuckle of Murray,
and on the .collection and has been awarded two cerdisposal of old medicine in tificates of achievement in
order to curb the high number tailoring by the Kentucky Inof illnesses and even deaths that dustrial Education Association.
sometimes result from taking
The Murray girl received the
to supervise the cease-fire wrong or outdated prescrip- certificates for the two knit
Kissinger and Tho are trying to tions.
coats she designed and made
work out. Presumably the U.S.
Serving on the conunittee which were shown at the
presidential advisor went to from the Woman's Club and Educational Exhibits of the
Brussels to discuss this with working with the drug council to KIEA.
Suharto, who is on a tour of clean out the medicine cabinets
Miss Hornbuckle will begin
European capitals.
are Mrs. Mavis McCamish, work on her Kentucky InKissinger flew to Brussels chairman, Mrs. Raymond dustrial Education degree in
Tuesday night after his second Carter, and Miss Swann.
January either at Western State
meeting with Tho. He returned
In
their
appeal
for University or Florida State
to Paris in the middle of the cooperation from all citizens, University.
morning.
one of the members will visit
She is a graduate of Murray
Kissinger and Tho met for each of the ten departments of High School where she won
more than four hours Tuesday the Woman's Club and will awards in home economics and
at a suburban villa owned by the speak on the radio explaining of the West Kentucky Area
the procedure to be followed in Vocational School, Paducah.
French Communist party.
As usual there was no con- the collection and disposal of old She received a special honor
crete information on their medicine. The drive will begin roll certificate from the
discussions. But during one 15- on November 27, and end with a Paducah sohool.
Miss
Hornbuckle is now
minute break they could be seen "burial" of the medicine on
employed at Roses Department
walking together in the garden, Saturday, December 9.
Health Awareness is an all Store, Murray.
conversing aniMatettly and
year
thing, year after year, for
occasionally laughing loudly.
This jovial atmosphere aroused Kentucky Women's Clubs, Mrs. Almo Heights Pentecostal
speculation that the talks were Sparkman said.
going well.
Church Plans Services
Kissinger also took time out
CLOSED THANKSGIVING
Special services will be held
(Continued on Page Twelve)
The Murray Mental Health
at the Almo Heights PenCenter will be c4,osed Thursdhy
tecostal Church on Friday,
and Friday. November 23-24. In
FREE DOGS
November 24, at 7:30 p.m.
ernergncy
Three dogs,female, six weeks the event that
Rev. Jimmy Sanders of
GermanShepherd
and psychiatric services are
old, pen
Dyersburg, Tenn., will be the
Airedale, are free to persons for needed, the Community Mental evangelist. The public is invited
pets. For information call 753- Health Center in Paducah
to attend, a church spokesman
1599.
said.
should be called at 442-7121.

School Winners
Are Announced
By Rotary Club

in

Kissinger Resumes
Talks After Night
Social Meeting
Trip To Brussels
(Conthuied on Page Twelve

Of Shrine Club
Held Saturday

The regular social meeting of
the Murray Calloway County
Shrine Club was held on
Saturday evening November 18
at the WOW hall. A delicious pot
luck supper prepared by the
wives of the Shriners was enjoyed.
No Paper Thaaksgiviag
Following the supper, Jack
The Ledger and Times will Persall, Club president, held a
not publish on Thursday short business session and
November 23, Thanksgiving announced several events for
Day, in order that employees of the coming months. The club
the daily newspaper can spend will have their annual Christthe holiday with their families. mas party on December 16.
Most of the downtown section Details of' the event will be
of the city will be closed as well published in the Ledger and
as parts of the shopping centers. Times at a later date.
Some stores will be open for
Those attending the meeting
business as usual.
were Messrs and Mesdames
All city, county, state and Jack Persall, Ralph Morris,
Federal offices will be closed Milton Jones, Bruce Wilson,
for the day, but city firemen and John I. Williams, R.C. Jonek,
city police will be on duty. The Freed Cotham, Randy ThornSheriff Office may be reached ton, Don Robinson, Ron Jones,
by calling his home or through and William E. Moffett, firs.
the city police. Regular Norman Klapp and her guests
patioling by the Sheriff's Office Mr. and Mrs. Harry McGurk,
will be carried out and State Mr. David Cooper, Mr. Touvi
Troopers assigned to the area Heickinen, guest of Mr. and
will be on patrol.
Mrs. Milton Jones.

PARIS )AP)—Henry A.
Kissinger resumed his Vietnam
peace talks with Hanoi's top
negotiators today after an
overnight trip to Brussels and
an hour-long talk with President
Suharto of Indonesia.
President Nixon's security
advisor and the North Vietnamese Politburo member, Le
Due Tho went into the third
meeting of their secret peace
talks.
Indonesia is one of four
countries that have been asked

BULLETIN
WASHINGTON I AP;
An
Air Force B52 bomber has been
shot down over North Vietnam
for the first time in the history
of the war, it was learned today.
Pentagon sources said all six
crewmen were rescued within
two hours after the giant fourengine bomber went down during one of the heaviest B52 attacks of the war on the North.
It was not known whether the
plane was hit by a SAM surface-to-air missile or fired from
a MIG fighter reportedly in the
area at the time.

Woman's Club
Cooperating
Health Drive

Murray Girl
Wins Honors
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Movie Safety Kills Ambition
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"If this priceless mink coat
NEW YORK(AP)—"A feel of wasn't hot, do you think I'd be
said
safety kills ambition,"
trying to sell it to you in a dark
Henry Ford, genius of the as- alley for only $300. Okay, then,
•
sembly line.
make me out your personal
On the other hand, there are check for $250, and - the coat is
few things more life-sustaining yours. Neither of us wants to
than a well-developed feeling of be seen hanging around a place
caution in places where a fel- like this all day."
By HELEN M. PAGEL
low doesn't feel sure of himself.
Copley News Service
"Do you mind if I put a
Now that we are being swept
sy-weentsy long distance
teent
overpowering
The old-time movie serial, along by the
your phone? It's to my
on
call
re—whatever
which usually consisted of 15 wave of the futu
who wants me to
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that is—the ability
breathtaking episodes, is a
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a
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thing of the past. But no mod- with the tide, or at least
keep it brief."
—I'll
worry
don't
ern movie can equal the thrill tread water successfully, has
ite
of watching your favor
become a test of survival.
heroine being rescued from
Another survival test is a
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some impossible predicament strong desire to avoid needless
just in the nick of time. Nor trouble. The best way to stay
can anyone who hasn't ex- out of trouble is not to get into
perienced it imagine the dis- it. To keep from getting into
may caused by seeing the trouble, the wise man learns
the
to
g
rdin
words "To Be Continued Next fairly early in life when and
You may not have noticed it, but acco
a year ago.
than
y
toda
More than 250 students ater
rich
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"Yes
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Advertiser.
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head so often.—Montgomery (-Ala.)
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ited thundered over the spot
offender--arresting officer,
of stairs, and we'll be there. I'll
Maple leaf blight
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you
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A happy marriage
but no children
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been happily
married for 25 years, and he is the dearest thing on this
earth to me. I have tried in every way to be a good wife,
but I have failed him in the most important way of all. For
some mysterious reason I have not been able to give him
children.
I was never able to get him to consider adoption. He
hasn't complained, but I can see the hurt in his eyes when
he sees his friends with their children and grandchildren,
and my heart aches so.
What can I do to make it up to him?
HURTING

4

DEAR HURTING: If you've had a good marriage land
you obviously have), what is there to "make up?" Doa't
assume that YOU weren't able to give HIM children. (Perhaps HE wasn't able to give YOU children. I It's history
now, so stop grieving for something you never had. God in
his infinite wisdom gives and withholds both happiness and
tragedy. Accept His decision, and don't question it.
DEAR ABBY: You are the only person I feel I can ask
this'question. I have reasons to believe our 9-year-old son
may be ahead of himself in his sexual development.
Please don't think I have a dirty attitude about sex,
because I haven't My question: Can lightly tickling a boy's
neck, arms, and legs arouse him sexually? From what I
have observed I think it can and it disturbs me.
A relative la maiden lady of 551 delights in tickling our
boy whenever she is near him. He seems to enjoy it immensely as he sits close to her whenever she is here,
probably anticipating it. She makes a kind of game or joke
of it.
I don't approve of exciting (consciously or otherwise( a
young boy in this manner, and for reasons I won't mention
here, I think that is what is happening.
Can this actually happen to a normal boy, age 9? If I am
on the wrong track, please tell me. I don't want to make a
fool of myself. Please tell me what you know about this
sort of thing. Thank you.
CONCERNED MOTHER
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DEAR MOTHER: Your concern Is well-founded. Sexual
responses are not uncommon in 9-year-old boys I and youngeel. I advise you to tell your relative to keep her hands to
herself. And if she doesn't understand why, be more
specific.
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DEAR ABBY: I have been married for eight years to a
man who is nearly perfect. He's a good provider, a wonderful father and an excellent lover, but he positively refuses
to go out in public with me.
He has no reason to be ashamed of me. After three
children I still wear a size 10. I'm no raving beauty, but I
keep myself looking nice and wear clothes well.
I am at a loss to kntAv wterbe has-erfused ta take Me
to dinner or a show in the past three years. He used to take
me out for dinner twice a year—on our anniversary and
Christmas, but no more.
The children and I always go alone, on vacations, to
church, visiting, whatever.
Abby, what could be wrong?. The only time we ever
spend together is in bed. But that's not enough. He's a fine
looking man and I would be so proud to be seen with him,
but no amount of teasing, begging or nagging will move
him.
Any help you can give me on this problem will be
appreciated. Or should I just give up and keep quiet?
SOMETHING MISSING
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DEAR SOMETHING: Something is missing all right,
An explanation from your husband. It's almost as tho he
were "hiding" from someone. If I were you, I would not
give up neither would I keep quiet.
•

TO "CONFIDENTIALLY": Your daughter is over 21
and shouldn't need parental consent to go on a skiing trip
with a group of her friends. Don't assume that everyone
who goes skiing is necessarily "he-log" and "she-log,"
Problems? Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
ABBY, BOX 69100, L. A., CALIF. !Oen and enclose a
stamped, addressed envelope
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Monday, November 27
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Ray
Brownfield, Neil C. Brown,
Homer Miller, and Richard
Beam as hostesses.

By Abigail Van Buren
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Sunday, November 26
Singers from Clarksville,
Tenn., and Princeton will
present a program at the
Chestnut Grove AME Church,
Hazel, at 7:30 p.m. The public is
invited.
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Friday, November 24
The American Red Cross
office will be closed. For
emergency military service call
753-4395 or 753-8684.
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December Wedding Planned
Thursday, November 23
The American Red Cross
office will be closed. For
emergency military service call
753-4395 or 753-8684.
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Miss Martha Eldridge

Mr. and Mrs Glen Eldridge announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter, Martha, to Jimmy Overbey, son of
Mrs. Ralph Morris and Lawrence Overbey.
The bride-elect attended Murray High School. The groom-elect
attended University High School and has just completed a tour of
duty with the United States Army. He is now employed at Murray
Sport and Marina.
The wedding is planned for Christmas Day, Monday,December
25.

Mrs. Sparks And Mrs. Hortin Speakers
At Meet Of Magazine ClOb On Thursday
Mrs. Harry Sparks arid Mrs.
L. J. Hortin were the speakers
on the Magazine Club program
Friday afternoon. Their subject
was "Challengese to Today's
Writers."
The club met at the Murray
Woman's Club House with Mrs.
E. S. Ferguson as hostess.
Thanksgiving motifs were used
in the decoration and refreshments.
Mrs. Hortin, president,
conducted the business and
opened the session by saying,
"Thanksgiving Day is approaching and we give thanks to
our Creator for sustaining and
blessing us even though there
has sorrow in our midst..." Mrs.
John Livesay read aprayer
written by Thomas Jefferson in
which the thought was in
keeping with the present time,
two hundred years later.
Mrs. A. C. Lafollette,
seCTelary read thrmlnutes. The
next meeting was announced to
meet December 14 in the home
of Mrs. George Hart. Mrs. J. C.
Winter will give the program,
"Christmas Celebrated
Through Folk Art." Presents
will be exchanged.
Miss Roberta
Whitnah
presented Mesdames Sparks
and Hortin.
Mrs. Sparks discussed the
characteristics of the short
story and the novel and changes
that have come and the
challenges that produced
writings. She summarized her
report by saying, "Perhaps
some writers or even most
writers do not struggle with
challenges at all. Perhaps each
one's
life
experiences,
educational experiences.;
literary yates, emotional
bearing, beliefs and convictions
became
confposite
and,
therefore, from a great inner

force, he writes in the manner
that he must write."
•
Mrs. Hortin speaking on
"Poetry and Nonfict on"
mentioned noted authors and
styles and the sale of writings.
She stated, "Today's non fiction
writers are challenged to face
the fact that they are writing for
an urban nation rather than the
rural nation one hundred years
ago, and in the urban nation are
retired readers, the various
groups that make up America
and a minority of Anglo Saxons,
and are challenged to write that
which helps people to cope with
the intensity of present-day
living and that related to their
social, cultural and leisure
interests."
Mrs. Hortin concluded her
poetry discussion by saying,
"We would be safe in saying
that the beginning poet is
challenged by a fading, nonpay tog market. So he writes for
love of writing and. creaticity
with hope that there may be a
brighter tomorrow. The poet is
challenged to write an understandable language and
form that the general poetryreading public will read and
reread."
Twenty four members were
present.

ii.tospour4\\
Keys McCuiston of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. He
has been a patient there since
suffering a back injury in
September.
Mrs. Revel Haneline of
Murray Route One has been a
patient at the. Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet at the club house
at 9:30 a.m. with Mesdames
Ben Trevathan, K.T. Crawford,
E.J. Haverstock, Henry Holton,
and Hunter Love as hostesses.

AP

Miss Rosa Marietta Whitehead
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Has Luncheon Meet
At Lake Barkley
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The home of Mrs. Charlie
Crawford was the scene of the
meeting of the North Murray.
Homemakers Club held on
Friday, November 10, at onethirty o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Ivan Outland and Mrs.
Esco Gunter presented the
lesson on "Holiday Foods."
They gave copies of three recipes to the members and also
prepared the recipes for the
members to sample at the
meeting.
Also on display by the lesson
leaders were some decorative
containers. They also showed
how to wrap gifts attractively
and inexpensively.
Mrs. Angie Gibbs gave the
devotion reading her scripture
from Psalms 121:1 and 19:1 and
closed with a prayer of thankfulness. The president, Mrs.
John Workman, presided.
Ten members answered the
roll call with a Thanksgiving
food. A welcome was extended
to Mrs. Carl Kingins, a former
member who is now living in
Birmingham, Mich., and Mrs.
Charlie Robertson,who enrolled
as a new member.
Landscape notes were given
by Mrs. Bernice Boyd. The
family life chairman, Mrs.
Charlie Crawford, read an
article on "Beauties of
Autumn" in which she said "we
should take some time out
today to enjoy all wonders about
us."
Mrs. Edgar Morris had on
display an afghan she had
made.
The hostess, Mrs. Crawford, .
served refreshments of pimento
cheese sandwiches and hot
spiced cider along with the
holiday :foods prepared-by the
lesson leaders.
The next meeting will be a
Christmas luncheon on Friday,
December 8, at 11 ;30 a.m. at
the home of Mrs. Edgar Morris.

Miss Rosa Marietta Whitehead of Henderson, Tenn., and Ralph
Lee Wilson, III of New Concord will be married December 30 at
two o'clock at the Church of Christ building in Bruceton, Tenn.
Miss Whitehead is the daughter of Mrs. Albert Riley of
Bruceton, Tenn., and the late Robert Sidney
Whitehead of
Trenton, Tenn. Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. W.C. Cotham
of Sharon, Tenn., and Mrs. Josie Whitehead of Trenton, Tenn.,
Mrs. Z. C. Enix was hostess foi and the late Sidney Whitehead.
Parents of the groom elect are Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lee Wilson,
the November meeting of the
II of Oak Ridge, Tenn. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. H.W.
Ruth Wilson Circle of the United
Ammons of Rockford, Tenn., and Mrs. Jennie May Wilson of
Methodist Women of the First
Columbia, Tenn., and the late Ralph Lee Wilson.
Church held at her home in the
The bride-elect received her Associate of Arts Degree at FreedKingswood_ Subdivision.
Hardeman College of Henderson, Tenn.,.her Bachelor of Arts
The program was directed by
Degree in elementary education at David Lipscomb College in
Mrs. Reid Hale, assisted by
Nashville, Tenn., and her Master of Library Science Degree at
Mrs. J. B. Wilson and Mrs. John
Peabody library School in Nashville, Tenn. She was recently
Fortin. This was a special
nominated for the 1972 edition of Outstanding Young Women of
pledge service with the theme
being "Where Are We." Mrs. America. At present she is employed as assistant librarian at
Freed-Hardeman College.
Fortin gave an inspiring
Mr. Wilson is a graduate of Freed-Hardeman College and a
devotion on "Solitude and
graduate of David Lipscomb College where he received his
Fellowship."
THANKSGIVING GUESTS
Bachelor of Arts Degree in Bible. He has preached for the Plain
A discussion was held conMrs. Sarah Rhodes Hinman
View
congregation
in Chester County, Tenn., and the Philippi
cerning special
projects
and her two sons, Charles and
congregation in Columbia, Tenn. and was the associate minister
sponsored by the circle. The
Kelly, will arrive Thursday to
at the New York Avenue congregation in Oak Ridge, Tenn. He is
group heard a report on the
spend the holiday weekend with
now
minister
for the Church of Christ in New Concord.
Reelfoot Ministry and voted to
her mother, Mrs. Christine
Friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
contribute to the Weyman
Rhodes, and her aunt, Miss
reception immediately following.
Chapel Church. World Thank
Mayme Whitnell.
offerings were taken.
Officers elected for the
coming year were Mrs. Maurice
Humphrey, chairman; Mrs.
John Fortin, vice-chairman;
Mrs. Reid Hale, secretary;
TO MAKE UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFTS?
Mrs. Z. C. Enix, treasurer.
The
New
Concord
Refreshments were served to
FIND NEW HOBBIES?
the twelve members and two Homemakers Club met at Lake
GET OUT OF THE HOUSE AND AWAY FRO
new members, Mrs. Daymon Barkley Lodge on November 8
ROUTINE?
Lovett and Mrs. Jessie for the Calloway County
ShOernaker---------.— - -Homemakers annual day.
The December meetinA will
the installation of
be a potluck supper at the social-"iiivlud
FREE INSTRUCTIONS
hall of the church, A Christmas county officers, a style revue of
BEGINNING AND ADVANCE CLASSES
gift auction will be held and members.tif the clubs, a review
each member is to bring a one of a book on Jesse Stuart by
WORK AT HOME OR IN THE STUDIO
Mrs. Olga Freeman,and dinner
dollar gift.
at the lodge.
GOOD SELECTION OF CERAMIC WARE AND
Members of the New Concord
SUPPLIES AT..
VISIT IN MARYLAND
Club attending the meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Tolley were
Mesdames
Charlie
returned home Monday aftdr a Stubblefield, Rainey Lovins,
visit with their son and family, Willie Smith, H. A. Brantley,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bud) Thomas Herndon, T. R. Ed104 No. 13th St
Tolley and sons, Gregg, Mike, wards, Taft Patterson, Loman
Phone 753-0373
John, and Jeff, of Bel Air, Md. Bailey, W. T. Kingins, Olive
They' made the trip by airplane Hagan, I. B. Mayfield, Simone
OPEN...
leaving from Nashville, Tenn. Taylor, Walter Michael, John
Aat.,
Tues. & Fri.
Wed. & Thur.
I,ivesay, Bessie Dunn, Miss
AM
9:30
9:30 AM
Prunes are plums with sugar
Maud -Nance, and Miss Erin
9:30 AM
to
to
content high enough so they
Montgomery.
to
can be dried without fer6:00 PM
1:00
The next meeting of the New
PM
8:30 PM
menting. Plums and fresh
Concord
will
Club
be
a
prunes contribute useful
Christmas party at the Holiday
amounts of vitamins A and C
Other hours by arrangement
Inn on Wednesday, December
as well as other vitamins and
minerals.
13, at eleven a.m.

Ruth Wilson Circle
Has November Meet
At The Enix Home

SALE

tart
7:0

Crawford Home Is -'-Scene Of North
Murray Club Meet

P1 111
.
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Kentucky To Have New Look In
Many Ways For This Cage Year
By BOB COOPER .
Associated Press Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky will have a new look
in more ways than the most obvious one when the Wildcats
open their basketball season
Dec. 2 at Michigan State.
Of course, Adolph Rupp will
be missing as head coach for
the first time in 42 years. Anybody who knows the difference
between a double dribble and a
technical foul knows that.
But the Wildcats also will be
more defense minded and will
use more ball control, perhaps,
than they have in the last four
decades.
Rupp, the winningest coach
in the history of college basketball, brought the fast break
with him when he came to Kentucky in 1930 and, basically, he
never changed his team's style
of play.
His successor, Joe B. Hall,
has some new ideas — new for
Kentucky, that is.
-We're going to ask ow- players to be aggressive defensively
and to be sane and settle down

offensively," Hall said in an interview.
"We're going to take the
fast i break when it's there,
but when it isn't, we want to
change our philosophy a little
bit to where we realize the value of ball possession," he continued.
"Basically, I like a real attacking game defensively. I like
to disrupt the other team's
offense.
"Maybe I'll find that some of
these things are not as possible
as I'd like them to be, but
we're going to attack and trap
and so some things that stimulate fast. play," Hall said.
Hall naturally feels great
sure in his first season as head
coach at Kentucky, but it all
isn't because he follows the
great reign of the retired Rupp.
"It's that I feel the pressure
of the Kentucky tradition and
the Kentucky program that is
of so much interest to so many
people," he said.
"If I were the fifth coach
after Adolph Rupp, I would still

Hull Out Of Jet
Lineur; Houston
Still Falls 4-2
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
They took Bobby Hull away
from the Vitnnipeg Jets again
but they left Chis Bordeleau and
that was enough to whip
Houston.
Bordeleau scored his 16th and
17th goals -of' the World Hocket
Association season Tuesday
night and assisted on another
as the Hull-less Jets whipped
Houston 4-2.
Hull, under court restraint,
was out of the Winnipeg lineup.
In other WHA games
Tuesday, Minnesota edged
Alberta 4-3, in overtimt, Ottawa
downed Quebec 4-2 and
Cleveland overtook Los Angeles
5-2.
Bordeleau scored Winnipeg's
first and last goals in the game.
He connected in the first period
at 6:37
before
Gordon
Labossiere scored for the
Aeros. Then goals by Ab McDonald and Cal Swenson made
it 3-1 for Winnipeg before
Labossiere clicked again for
Houston. But Bordeleau's
second of the game put it out of
reach.
Keith Christiansen assisted
on three Minnesota goals, the
last one Ted Hampson's over
time score that moved the

Fighting Saints past Alberta
Christiansen also scored
Minesota's other goal and
assisted on scores by Fred
Speck and George Morrison.
Brian Carlin, Rusty Patenaude
and Ron Walters scored for
Alberta. The most significant
difference in rules,"
said
Minnesota coach Glen Sonmor,
comparing the WHA and NHL,
"is the overtime. If you look at
our standings, no team has
more than one tie. Buffalo
already has seven ties in the
other league."
Ottawa rushed to a 44 iead
and then held off a late Quebec
rally to defeat the Nordiques.
Dick Sentes, Guy. Trottier and
Ron Climie had first period
goals for the Nationals and
Wayne Carleton made it 4-0
before goals by Boom Boom
Caron and Michel Archambault
of Quebec cut the margin.
CleVeland -bunched three
goals in the third period and
defeated Los Angeles. Ron
Buchanan scored his 12th and
13th goals of the season for the
Crusaders and Dick Purnple
also hit twice. Gerry Cheevers
kicked out 46 LA shots for the
winners,

NL Rookie Of Year

Matlack Named
Ni Honor Rookie
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Jerry Koosman came up with
Associated Press Sports Writer arm problems in spring trainNEW YORK ( AP) — Jon ng.
Matlack, who mastered a maMatlack spent three seasons
jor league curve ball just last with the Mets' Triple-A farm
winter and used it to win 15 team at Tidewater before comgames for the New York Mets ing up at the end of last season.
in the 1972 baseball season, to- He lost three games with the
day was named the National Mets in., limited work, then
League's Rookie of the Year.
pitched wipter ball in Puerto
The 22-year-old southpaw was Rico in an attempt to learn to
a runaway winner of the cov- control his curve.
Getting the opportunity to
eted award;seceiving 19 out of
e face major league hitting also
a possible 24 votes from
Baseball Writers AssociaV • ' improved his confidence. MatAmerica committee.
lack stepped right into the
His landslide vote total was starting rotatirv and,wound up
the most since Kenny Hubbs of the second highest winner on
the Chicago Cubs polled 19 the staff behind ace Tom Seaver.
after the 1962 season.
Matlack had a 15-10 record
The writers distributed their
remaining votes to catcher with a 2.32 earned run average,
Dave Rader of the Sn Fran- t` best on the team and the
. th best in the league. The
cisco Giants, who received four
.-hander started 32 games,
ballots, and New York Met out-fielder John Milner, who got completed eight of them and
pitched four shutouts.
one.
Catcher Earl Williams of the
Matlack was a pleasant surprise for the Mets, who needed Atlanta Braves won the award
a solid southpaw starter when last year.

M-NIGHT MEETING
November 27th - 7 p.m.
at the BRIENSBURG BAPTIST CHURCH
Bro. *Harold Cathy. pastor of East /WHO Church in
Paducah, will bring the Message.
There will be special Musk from the Briensburg Choir and
others.
Everyone is welcome and urged to attend this important
meeting of the Blood River Baptist Training Union.
Cletus W. McDougal, director.

Nebraska Picked To Repeat
Win Over Oklahoma Thursday

Knicks Run Over
Portland 108-80

feel the same thing, but it ( following Rupp) is a great challenge, the challenge of a lifetime and I'm enthusiastic,"
Hall added.
Hall plans to build his team
around a quartet of returnees—
Jim Andrews, Larry Stamper, By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Ronnie Lyons and Ray Edle"Let's face it," said Dave
man—and the same number of DeBusschere,"the
Portland
sophomores—Mike Flynn, Jim- Trail Blazers are not the Bosmy Dan Conner, Kevin Greavy ton Cel'ks. Portland tries to
and Bob Guyette.
run like Boston, but the Celtics
"I believe these eight have have stronger horses."
probably distinguished themThe New York Knicks' forselves in the early (practice) ward sized up the potential of
season more than the others, both teams after an easy 10840
but I wouldn't count out the National Basketball Association
possibility of some of the others victory over the Trail
Blazers
moving into a starting position Tuesday night.
before it's over," he said.
While the Knicks were runThe sophs—up from last ning over Portland, the
Celtics'
year's undefeated freshman "horses" were also doing some
that
was
called
the
"suteam
running—with a 116-102 decision
per kittens"—have been mak- over the Milwaukee
Bucks.
ing the usual mistakes for new
The Celtics' victory kept
varsity members, Hall said.
them in first place over the
"I really believe it's going to
Knicks in the NBA's Atlantic
take the pre-conference season
Division, but not by much. The
to get this team playing anyCelts,with a 15-2 record, lead
where near its capability," Hall the division
by percentage
said.
points over the Knicks, who are
Kentucky has eight non-cOn- 17-3.
ference games—including two
In the other NBA games
of its own invitational tournaTuesday night, it was: Baltiments-before beginning defense
more 124, Buffalo 88; Kansas
of its Southeastern Conference
City-Omaha 101, Phoenix 96;
title at Mississippi Jan. 6.
Cleveland 98, Seattle 88; Chia

cago 113, Houston 105 and detroit 113, Atlanta 110.
DeBusschere scored 25 points
and Bill Bradley netted 22 to
pace New York's easy triumph.
The Knicks had it sewn up by
the second period, when they
bolted into a 48-31 lead with the
help of rookie center John Gianelli.
Gianelli scored a career-high
12 points and several key
rebounds in the second period,
when the Knicks broke it open.
A blistering fast break, led
by John Havlicek's 27 points
and 23 by Dave Cowens, powered Boston over Milwaukee. It was the fourth defeat in five
games for the powerful Bucks,
who fell out of first place in the
Midwest Division.
Baltimore, 10 points behind
Buffalo in the third peri,od, rallied behind Phil, Chenier to
hand the Braveilheir eighth
straight defeat.
Nate Archibald set an NBA
record for assists in consecutive games as Kansas CityOmaha stopped Phoenix. Archibald,. who.led the winners with
points, had 11 assista.- It was
a record 10th game that Archibald posted 10 or more assists.
Austin Carr and Lenny Wilkens teamed for 58 points to
pace Cleveland's victory; Clifford Ray and Garfield Heard
led a fourth-quarter rally for
be surprised at all to see them Chicago and Detroit's victory
beat ISU," Ray said.
a was fashioned on a three-point
Ray really should know. His play by Bob Lanier and Dave
Wildcats have played both Bing's basket with 65 seconds
teams, losing 10-0 to 1SU last left in overtime.
month and 40-0 to Florida last
• • •
&&&&&
a
Saturday as the Gators ran
their win-loss record to 4-4.
"They are a lot better team
than that record indicates,"
Ray opened in an interview.
"You've got to remember that
early in the season they didn't
even know about this Moore
,
The '''`Moore kid" Ray referred to answers to the name
of Nat and is a walk-on sophomore who almost gained more
yards rushing against Kentucky
than the entire Wildcat squad.
"You know, Scoop Hutchins
has been (public relations director) in the Southeastern
Conference for a long time and
he say. he (Moore) is the best
running back he's ever seen in
this league," Ray.Said.
"And you can bet I believe
him," the Kentucky coach
added.
Ray's own team, winning
only three of 10 with its meeting with 12th rated Tennessee
still to go, isn't as bad as its
record indicates either, Ray
said.
Three of Kentucky's seven
losses were at the hands of
teams rated among the nation's
top 20 and in two of them Kentucky put on a respectable
showing, losing 31-20 to North
Carolina and 10-0 to ISU.
- "Except for the Alabama ( 350) and Florida games, we've
been in there to the end every
time and,we've played a tough
schedule," Ray said.
"We've just made some errors at the wrong times-dropped the ball or thrown the
interception—and that's what
was happening to Florida, too,
earlier this year," he continued.
"But with this Moore kid—
and they've got a good passer,
too—you just shouldn't be surprised if they beat ISU. And if
they do, just remember where
you heard it first," Ray said.

Ray Looks For Florida
Upset Over Louisiana
LEXINGTON, Ky. ! AP —
Most of the forecasters will be
picking eighth ranked LSU over
Florida Saturday, but Kentucky
Coach John Ray isn't one to
agree with them.
"Florida has a lot better football team than a lot of people
think they have and I wouldn't

Big Test For
Spurrier To
Come Thursday

By HUBERT MIZELL ...
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Steve
Spurrier, in pro football mothballs since winning the 1966
Heisman Trophy at Florida,
has suddenly become an overnight success.
Given an opening when old
pro John Brodie was injured,
the San Francisco quarterback
has the 49ers in a first-place tie
with Los Angeles in the National Football Conference West.
His biggest test comes Thursday.
Spurrier and the 49ers meet
world champion Dallas at
Texas Stadium with the Cowboys, 8-2, a game behind highflying Washington in their division.
The prediction here is that
Steve won't quite make it.
Dallas should win it by something like 28-20 and say "your
move next" to the Redskins,
who face National Conference
Central leader Green Bay Sunday at Washington.
In another Thanksgiving Day
offering, the Detroit Lions are
my 34-24 choices to whip the injury-plagued New York Jets.
Detroit, 6-4, is under pressure
since it trails the Packers, 7-3,
by a notch in the NFC Central
with Minnesota, also 6-4, closing hard with four straight victories.
As for the Jets, their 6-4
record has eliminated them
against 10-0 Miami in the
American Conference East, but
New York clings to the hope
that it can be the AFC wildcard
playoff team.
A 10-3 record last week hiked
otir prediction total to 72 per
cent with 54 right and 21
wrong. The best guess last
week was that Baltimore would
upset Cincinnati, the worst that
HOCKEY
Kansas City ,would beat San
NEW YORK—The NI York
Diego. .
Riaders tradedright win Alton
Sunday's schedule will have
White to the Los Angeles Sharks
Green Bay at Washington7Los for forwards Bob Jones and
Angeles at New Orleans, Phila- Jar.da Krupicka in a World
delphia at the New York Gi- Hockey Association tran•
ants, Cincinnati at Chicago, saction.
Denvel- at Atlanta, Minnesota
at Pittsbusgh, Buffalo at CleveFOOTBATI,
land, Houston at San Diego, _01,LON, Mont-Gene
Kansas City at Oakland and,—McKeever announced -his
New England at Baltimore.
resignation from the head coach
Next Monday' night's TV
position at Western Montana.
matchup presents, unbeaten ;Dennis Fisher, an assistant
Miami against the 2-7-1 St. 'coach, will moved into the
Louis Cardinals.
vacated Position.

Sports In
Brief

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — What a
difterence a year makes!
Just one Thanksgiving ago,
the Nebraska-Oklahoma game
at Norman, Okla., was being
touted as the Game of the Century, featuring as it did the 1-2
teams in the country.
This time, just the Big Eight
championship—and a lot of personal pride—is at stake at Lincoln, Neb., since 8-1 Oklahoma
is only ranked fourth and defending two-time national
champion Nebraska, 8-1-1, is no
better than fifth.

lina—Meeting of once-beaten
teams, but UNC's Atlantic
Coast Conference champs are
Sun Bowl-bound while ECU's
Southern Conference kings are
staying home for the holidays.
North Carolina.

tionally in total offense, first in
rushing, fifth in scoring, eighth
in total defense, fifth in rushing
defense and second in points
against.
Nebraska is third in total offense, fourth in passing, second
in scoring, tops in total defense,
eighth in rushing defense and
third in scoring defense.

Kansas at Missouri—Four of
Kansas' last five opponents
have been ranking teams: Nubraska, Iowa State, Colorado
and Oklahoma. But five of Miz7au's last six foes were Nebraska, Notre Dame, Colorado, Oklahoma and Iowa State. Missouri.

What do you know ... it just
might be another Game of the
Century. But it's also Coach
Bob Devaney's last home game
and it.says here ... just like it
did last year ... Nebraska.

Michigan at Ohio State—Another one of those all-out wars
Oklahoma's
Nevertheless,
for the Big Ten crown and the
Chuck Fairbanks says it honor (?) of facing top-ranked
"doesn't look a lot different Southern Cal in the Rose Bowl.
than last year. Nebraska's style Defense usually tells the story
of play, though, is a little bit in this match-up and no one's
different. Their offense is more scored more than nine points
wide open. Last year, there on
Michigan all year; four opwere times when they'd just ponents didn't score at all. The
keep running straight at you
banged-up Buckeyes,- on the
and it was difficult to get the other hand, have yielded 20
ball away from them. Now, points to Wisconsin, 19 to Minthey're more of a big play type nesota
and Michigan State and
of team and they're utilizing 14 to Northwestern in their last
Johnny Rodgers in many differ- four outings. Despite the home
ent ways.
field advantage ... Michigan.
"Defensively, the thing that's
Texas A&M at Texas—A&M's
so iffipressive about them 1,
Emory Bellard devised much of
their great team speed. At
the Wisheione offense while
times, you'll see an opening,
coaching under Darrell Royal
but if you don't hit it right
for five years at ... Texas.
away, suddenly les not there
any more."
Louisiana State at Florida—It
As for Oklahoma, the Sooners took !SU three periods last Sat"have been kinda Stopping our- urday night against lowly Misselves," Fairbanks says. "We sissippi State to recover from
move the ball up and down the the emotion-packed loss a week
field, but we're not putting it in earlier to Alabama. Now, with
the end zone like we're capable a bowl bid assured, the Tigers
of doing. But over-all we're so might be ripe for an upset
much more balanced than a against the improving Gators.
year ago. Our defense is vastly Resisting the temptation ..
1SU.
improved."
East Carolina at North CaroOklahoma ranks second na-

Iowa State at Oklahoma
State—Pi,oped4aut
Cyclones
have just come through an Oklahoma - Nebraska - Missouri
stretch without a win, but Oklahoma State's looking ahead to
Oklahoma. Iowa State.
Arizona State at Arizona-Last week, it didn't look as
though Arizona State could win
the Western Athletic Conference title, But Arizona and
Utah obligingly lost last Saturday and all the Sun Devils need
is one more win. They ,should
get it. Arizona State.
Dartmouth at Penn—A Dartmouth triumph means the Ivy
League crown for the . Big
Green, A Penn win assures the
Quakers of at least a share of
the championship, depending on
what Yale does against Harvard. Frank Navarro of Coluflibia, an impartial observer,
likes Dartmouth, but Navarro's
having an off year, Upset Special of the Week ... Pennsylvania.
Yale at Harvard—Elis' two
defeats were on the road at
Cornell at Penn, both of which
have artificial turf. Harvard at
least has grass. Yale.

A
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Your Happy Shopping Store

Paris, Tenn.

BELK, Awing%

AT PARIS WILL
BE CLOSED WEDNESDAY

SALE

November 22nd, for Further
Reducing Merchandise and NO REFUNDS—NO EXCHANGES
Rearranging Stock for AfterThanksgiving Final Price Slashing
Thanksgiving Final

All Ready To Wear
•LADIES SPORTSWEAR
•CHILDREN'S WEAR
•SWEATERS
•DRESSES
•COATS

Reduced
to

Sewing Notions

2

3

Price

/
1
2 Price

You Will Find Everything
Drastically Reduced!!
For Added Shopping Convenience . . .
Belks Will Be- Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday the 24th and Saturday the 25th
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Calloway Whips South Marshall;
Howard Leads Charge Over Rebs

ce-beaten
Atlantic
nips are
le ECU's
kings are
holidays.

Hitting two-thirds of their free
throws, and using an effective
second-half press, the Calloway
County Lakers blasted visiting
South Marshall 95-80 before a
packed home crowd Tuesday
night.
The win pushed the Lakers'
slate to 2-1, their only setback
coming at the hands of Carlisle
County last Friday.
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Greg Howard. 23, paced the Lakers to their second win in three
outings with his game-high 30
points. Dan Thompson,51, contributed 15 points to the Laker effort.
Staff photo by David Hill

Joe Hall Begins 'Challenge' Of
Ruppless Kentucky This Season

28
12
271
/
2 12/
1
2
26,r, 13/
1
2
241
/
2 151
/
2
19, 2 201'2
19 21
15 25

High Ind Game izC)
Richard Scott
202
Bob Hargrove
187
Jeff Reed
160
High Ind Game (NC)
Richard Scott
235
Bob Hargrove
212
Jett Reed
208
Nigh Ind Series (SC)
Richard Scott
477
Bob Hargrove
444
Doug McCann
407
High Ind. Series (tIC)
Richard Scott
576
Tammy Overby
558
Bob Hargrove
551
High Averages
Garry Evans
153
Randy Wright
144
asenard Scott
138
Doug McCann
135
Phillip Adams
134
Bob Hargrove
134
Charles Parker
179
Beverly Rogers
126
paul Holland
Bantam League
Team

Bret game
AMENS, Ga. IUP11 —
Gem Carter Townsend of the
U.S. Army played college
football at Georgia in the early
1930s and his best game was
against Southern California in
1931.

24 points during the third
quarter, giving them an easy
cushion to coast home on
through the final leg.
Reserves saw much of the
action during the fourth
quarter, on a voluntary basis by
Calloway Coach Jerry Conley,
but of a mandatory nature for
South. The Rebels had five men
to foul out in the last half.
The Lakers overcame a 30-1',
turnover edge by taking, ad
making more field goals &dal
the contest. Calloway casheel4
of 73 from the field, while le
Rebs netted only 25 of 66.
The Lakers' hot hands x the
charity line gave them 27 aints
of a possible 41 while thi South
quint made 30 of 46 fun the
gratis line. With Wells(ad big
Dan Thompson leading ne way.
is Lakers
ke39..
rsoutre
u
bouned then
visitors
Wells' 2.2 point effet pushed
his average to 15.7 tints per
game. Dan Thompsa netted 15
to up his average 1,9.3. Jerry
Duncan also placd in double
figures with 13 pots.
SCORPG
Calloway i95 -Duncan 13,
Waters 2, Thornton 15, Howard
30, Shelton 4, WAS 22, Connor 9,
Sii
m arbroug
thihs inLerve3t.t
19,
WELLS A GUARD?—No. James Wells hasn't been moved
South (801—ai 2, McGregor
to
guard, but he did bring the ball down the floor for the Lakers
Mathis
a few
BeasleyDickerso 7,.rey 1, Reed 20, times last night. The Lakers blasted the South Marshall Rebels 9580.
5.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Get Reody for Christmas!!

126
W,.L

Hot Shots
251
/
2 141--2
Corvette Conquerors
25
15
Tigers
25
15
Bullets
19/
1
2 20' 2
Tornadoes
18
22
Super Stars
15
25
Royals
14
26
High Ind. Game (5C)
Don Hargrove
143
Susan Rogers
132
Eric Story
ix
High Ind Game (NC)

By BOB COOPER
we realize the value of ball posWhile the sophomores are
Associated Press Sports Writer session," he said.
making the usual mistakes of
LEXINGTON,Ky. AP )--The „ "We don't want to go helter- new varsity members, Hall is George Bell
182
Don Hargrove
179
Oolitic gets its first look in 42 skelter arid throw it (the ball) dependi
ng on the eight non-con- Susan Rogers
171
years at a Rupless Kentucky up in the stands or break out
Nigh
Ind
Series
(SC)
ference games before his SouthDon Hargrove
basketball team tonight as the windows," Hall quipped.
401
eastern Conference season Laura Scott
314
Coach Joe B. Hall begins his
The object, Hall continued, is starts to eliminate them.
Bryan Scott
310
"challenge of a lifetime."
High Ind. Series (NC)
"a real attacking game defen"It's unfortunate that we Don Hargrov
e
509
Replacing the retired Adolph sively. I like to disrupt the othhave this tough a pre-confer- Laura Scott
473
Rupp, Hall admits to feeling er team's offense. We're going
.157
ence schedule this year—espe- Darrell Overbey
High Averages
great pressure, but "what bet- to attack and trap and some
cially those four games in 10 Eric Story
110
_ter _apportunity could you have some things that stimulate fast
105
days from Dec. 2-11," Hall Don Hargrove
than to face such ii-e-Mletige." PlaT.
Bryan Scott
105
Said.
Susan Rogers
98
Rupp came to Kentucky
"We hope that doesn't cause
"I just hope 'we're -playing -.4ediReed
94
while Hall was still in diapers us to be erratic offensively,
Requarth'
good enough ball that we don't Sherri
Mark Winchester
and became a living legend as though. Sometimes when you
88
get discouraged in that time," Laura Scott
85
this teams won 879 games, play like this defensively, you
David Story
8.4
he added.
more than any other coach in make a lot of floor errors,
the history of college basket- which is not good basketball.
ball, while losing only 190.
"So we're just going to ask
But it isn't just being the re- our players to be aggressive
placement for Rupp that puts defensively and to be sane and
the pressure on Hall, he said. settled down on offense," Hall
"It's that I feel the pressure of said.
the Kentucky tradition and the
He plans a five-minute scrimKentucky program that is so mage between
the varsity and
much of interest to so many junior
varsity, which includes
people," he said.
freshmen Reggie Warford of
"I'm the type of person who Drakesboro,
Steve Lawless of
feels pressure. Certainly, the Hustonvi
lle, Marc Moseley of
position I had at Regis Col- Atlanta,
By ERIC PREWITT
knocked down seven times.
Ga., David Miller of
lege) was not a pressure situ- Carrollton,
Associated Press Sports Writer Foster went down the final time
Jeff Ray of Lexingation, but I feel the same pres- -tan and
STATELINE, Nev. ( AP)— 40 seconds into the eighth round.
Roger.Wood of Buffalo
sure going into my opening Grove,
Former heavyweight champion
Ill.
--- ----"He's a great, great fighter,"
game that year as "I'll feel
Then he'll split up the varsity Muharnmed Ali still charges said
All. 'I've got a cut and a
here at Kentucky," Hall said.
for a regular scrimmage—and that Joe Frazier, the only man
bruise. That's something that
While that opener is stilt- 10 that's what
the expected full who has beaten him, is wearing Joe Frazier nor anyone
else
days away, Hall's first team house
af- Memorial Coliseum a crown "too heavy for his could
do to me."
will perform for the public will be
brow."
there to see tonight.
tonight at the annual in"But it's worth the $250,000,"
But Bob Foster, who lost by
Starters for the whites intrasquad game sponsored by clude
center Jim Andrews, last an eighth-round knockout to Ali Ali said.
the K-Men's Association.
year's scoring leader at 21.5 Tuesday night, landed a left jab
He was guaranteed the
There is no admission points
a game, and little Ron- that cut the ex-champ early in quarter million for the
charge, but the former letter- nie Lyons,
the
fight and later cut All with scheduled 12-round fight in the
who scored at a clip
men at the university will ac- of
his remarks.
13.2 last season.
ther showroom of the Saharacept donations for the athletic
"I don't • think he can punch Tahoe
With them are three sophHotel. Foster, whose ring
association and will pass out
like
Frazier," said Foster, the record is now
omores from last year's "Super
49-6, received
autographed Kentucky team
Kittens," Kevin Grevey, Jimmy reigning light heavy champion $125,000.
pictures.
who
was
kocked out in the
Dan Conner and Mike Flynn.
There will be other noticeable
The live crowd was 1,941-the
With Grevey hitting at 22.2 second round by Frazier in a
changes other than the absence
points a game, Conner at 19 1970 heavyweight- title match. smallest ever to see All as a proof the grand old man of basket"I don't think he can beat him." and the gate was announced at
ball from the Kentucky bench. and Flynn at 15.4, that freshAli sat quietly, holding an ice $165,000. The fight was seen
man
team
became
the first to
Hall is working toward stronger
pack to the swelling left side of elsewhere on closed circuit
defensive play and more con- finish a season undefeated at his
face as he listened to television.
Kentucky in 15 years.
trolled. offense.
Foster's
-Comments during a
Three
other
players from that
The heavyweight division
"We'll take the fast) break
post-fight conference. Then he
same
team—J
erry
Hale,
G.J.
when it's there, but when it
spotligh
t now shifts from this
Smith a'nd Steve Lochmueller— repeated what he's been saying ski and gamblin resort area to
isn't, we want to change our
g
since
losing
a
15-r
will
ound
start for the blue team
decision the island of Jamaica, where
,philosophy a little bit to where
20
months
ago in the biggest
along with juniors Ray Edlemeet
money event in boxing history: Frazier is scheduled to
man and Rick Drewitz.
unbeaten George FOrelnan,
"I
want
Frazier
. I don't want ranked
Senior Larry Stamper and
The SILENT GUARD II
the No. 2 contender
soph Bob Guyette most likely the division to die because the behind Ali,
on Jan, 72.
SEARS BEST 4-PLY
will be substituted for Conner champion is killing it."
Frazier
has fought just two
and Grevey in the early play,
"If he fights George Foreman
NON-BELTED TIRE
with Hall expected to mix the unranked opponents, for a total and whups him, that will make
squads as the scrimmage prog- of eight rounds, since beating up for his idleness," All said."
$'á%4Ov,ice resses.
Ali, who has gone into the ring He's fighting a good man-the
Iv
At this point in the practice nine times for a total of 86 best besides me."
Set of 4 tires starts as low as 140.60
-season,. Hall said his starting rounds in that period.
Foster said he was bothered
plus 51.61 F,L,T, per tire for Sears
The 33-year-old- Foster, who
4-PLY CRUSADER in 6.00-13 sire. five against Michigan State at
by the "eight difference but
180 was outweighed by 41
Dec: 2 should come from Art-,
pounds, gave Ali some of the more by Alt's quick and conSears Catalog Solos Rffito (trews, Lyons, Stamper, Edle- roughes
stant lefts that kept him frWri
t rounds in his 41-fight
Murray. Y
man, Flynn, Conner, Grevey
scoring with his own dangerous
Southside Shopping Center
pro
career
despite
and Guyette.
being left hooks.

Foster Gives All Hard
Time Before Falling In
Eighth Round On Tuesday

2

Pushing his season average ta
27,4 points per game, Greg
Howard led the Laker charge
with timely baskets and a total
of 30 points. James Wells netted
22 points in his best showing of
the year.
The score was knotted eight
times during the first quarter,
as both teams matched baskets
and free throws. The Rebels
held a slim one-point edge at the
midway point in the first half,
one of their few leads all
evening.
The Lakers broke away for
good in the second period,
outscoring their visitors 22-12,
and holding the South Marshall
quintet scoreless for over two
minutes twice during the
period.
A third quarter rally saw the
Lakers sink basket after basket,
as most of the Rebels' 15 turnovers came during the third
stanza.
During the first three and a
half minutes, the Lakers outscored the Rebel five 14-6,
pushing their lead to 53-36 at
that point.
The Lakers led by as much as

-- AT --

CAMPBELL'S FACTORY OUTLET
203 N. Brewer Paris,
Tennessee

New Stfpnent!
DOUBLE KNIT

DOUBLE KNIT

PANTS

'65" folues

Over 1,00 Pairs

SPORI COATS

Size 29 to 50

Shorts -Regal-Longs-Extra Longs

$30

and

$35

$6.00

Extra
Size
to 52
First Quality

N e w!!

DOUBI KNIT SUITS

KNIT SHIRTS
All New Colors and Styles

$500

New Styles and Colors

,90°° Values
Dale Knit All Polyester
and
Doule Knit Polyester & Wool
Sizes 36 52
Regulars
Longs
Extra Lois

$

50

CLOSE-OUT!!

WOOL & SILK SUITS
SHARKSKIN $100°' Values
Navy, Brown and Pin Stripes
36 to 46 Regular
and Longs

$40
BOYS PANTS $1.00
AUACA SWEATERS
$10 8412 "s w°°'
SPORT COATS
$5
w Shipment!
BLOUSES $1 & $8
WE NOW CARRY SLACKS IN BIG SIZES $8

GENLIIri 2 PLY

FirstivalitY
Pullher & Cardigan
Wt, Navy, Green, Burgundy, Brown

Jeans- Plaids- Dress Pants

Lady Arrow - First Quality

109. 5 10°° to 815"

°lids & Prints - Permanent Press'

Waist 32 to 38 - 100% Polyester in New Colors

OPEN TILL 8 P.M. FRIDAY

Reg.
$7500

Sizes 8 to 18
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THANKSGIVING

SHOP
ROSES
and
SAVE!!

MEN'S & LADIES

WATCHES
Name Brands

Men's Polyest
DOUBLE KNIT

COUNTRY & WESTERN GUITAR

$992

'11.97

Fri.-Sa .Sun., Novembe

•8 track

top, bottom, and sides. Fancy

Sizes 29-38 -Solids and
Reg.

Good

STEREO COM ONENT SE1

TOP STUDENT GUITAR!!

Values to '99

tape pl
sound hole, wood bridge and pick guard

G.E. HOT COMB

MEN'S SHIRT
& TIE SET

•AM/F
Multiplex

Reg.

Styles and Drys Hair

•Phono w

15.88

Garrard Tu
•2 air susp
speakers

Gift Boxed • Shirt & Matching Tie

SIMPLEX CAMERA

Sizes
S-M-L-EXL

Similar to Illustration

Instant loading • with flash cube, film

HICK STYLER-DRYER

FLAG & SAIL

A Really
Great
Buy!

Reg. '12.88

Reg. 116.97

GIFT SET

VACUUM CLEANER

FOR MEN
Regular 51.94

SWIVEL-TOP WHIRLWIND

FOR LADIES

11 44

NOR ELCO
SHAVER

Easy Care!
Reg. '49.94

BABY CRIB & MATTRESS
also Bumper Pad
•Walnut finish crib

•Powerful Motor
•Disposable Bags
Oro

•Drop side

-•Flexible Hose
•Vinyl covered
mattress

6.4Reg. '29.88

'19.99
Value
Buy Now
and Save!

Carpets in various colors.
Non-skid backirtr.

139

WITH ATTACHMENTS

Great Gift Idea!

Beautiful Designed Nylon

OVAL BR
8/
1
2)(111
/
2
'

•Solid head
and footboard

EARLY AMERICAN

•99% Nylon

Reg.

PITCHER &
BOWL SET

•Reversible

534.74

CASINO PIN BAL

Reg. '6.96

•AutoMatic

Reg.

Doll By Mattel

Scorer

42.97

Both of you hay• phon•s,
squeeze yours & she talks to you.
Says 12 different phrases.(Batt.
not inc.) As seen on T.V.

cfrEATIV!

•
taimott

Regular
12.91

1 110111
yrcoir**1.(.;
.r!

Fun for th

CANDLE
MAKING
KIT

Fami
Large plastic Philodendron
in wood look pot.
Regular

55.97

Lay-Away
Now

Reg.
For Christmas!

CHARGER
SPRING
HORSE

4.56

10 SPEED BICY
BANKWERICARD
welcome

•Strong
Frame
•Heavy
Duty
Sprrngs

Electric none with•WWI

•With Derailer

HOLSTER SET

••••••rrecPa od••0•••••
41,op••••••• owe 16 Mop 0,
1 6111' C.0011,
•IMV/11.0 ftro

C.rpo
...iv.
,
bdt twiwp
....oudoor A 11, Al ••••• earn,

•Lightweight

6•1116v

Reg.
Reg.
19.91

$99

•Storage ca
Reg. '178

For Men and Women

9'X12' CARPET RUG
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SLACKSPrints
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SHOP
ROSES
and
SAVE!

3
j
e
i
l
t
e
s
i
t
u
B
r
e
liaB

NTER
CENTRAL SHOPPING CE
AT.
OPEN 9-9 MON.-S
1-6 SUN.

EARLY AMERICAN

WIVEL RObleCndKER lHl

R
E
Y
A
L
P
E
P
A
T
R
A
C
K
C
A
R
T
8

EO COM ONENT SET
•8 track
tape player

Polystyrene.
Advanced design in a high impact
ton cannel
cabinet. Automatic and push but

•AM/FM
Multiplex radio

tone control.
changer, volume balance amd
Stereo light indicator.

•Phono with
Garrard Turntable
•2 air suspension

Early American.0
Several styles in Modern or

Reg.
$3900

13.97 Value

Attractive plaid in varied
colors to match any decor.

included.

Regular '3.99

Service for 8.

FLATWARE

$292

WARING golBdLorEAvoNcadDo.ER

weight
Plain design in medium
stainless steel.

•139

It

Full or Twin Size

`4-tv-16,1

ASSTD. ASH TRAYS

Speakers not

Reg. '17894

Ily

Reg. '59.88

50 PIECE

speakers
•Storage cart

r to Illustration

PLAID BEDSPREAD

Plaid and solid
for a stylish look!

24, 25, 26 *
)od Fri.-So .Sun., November

8 speeds. White,

Reg.
12.88

Reg.

$

24.97

1744

ELECTRIC PERCOLATOR
Holds to 9 Cups
Makes coffee in a hurry!

TABLE
LAMPS

ATTRESS

o Bumper Pad

GRILL-WAFFLE BAKER

n look
Lamps with that old fashio

ialnut finish crib

Regular '8.88

•Fries, toasts,
bakes, grills

$544

•Chrome finish

or.
and suitable for today's dec

Drop side

Beatiful wood look finish.

Vinyl covered
mattress

BAKER BROILER

A lamp to be proud of!

•Solid head
and footboard

Flip-over design.
Electric thermostat control.

Regular '15.94

Glass door.

Reg:—

5

'19.99

CASINO PINBALL
j. •AutoMatiScocrer
he,It
Fun for the Entire
N•

< ,•
Quart
Size

Large Selection
Ideal Stocking Stutter!

Family!

Ii

for holiday
entertaining!

FOOD
CARRIER

Reg. '9.99
:_
_
_ 6
$

/ZAft.4(
4314E
Prilterlat
Sir

88Stocirk
. Now

or
DECK 2.. For Big tiles
Hot Dishes. As An Extra
A
kes
'sla
Feature, The Base
Handy SINVII19 Tray.
d
DECK 3...Perfect For Frie
.cken, Roasts or Casseroles
Chi
On
Plan Ahead & Save
Your Picnic Needs

BACHMAN N SCALE
ELECTRIC TRAIN

$344

Reg.

Old!
A Fun Hobby for Young and

$54.1

381

Compact with big light
field & range. For home.
car, or boat.

OIL FILTER

SA

s and Caboose
2 Modern Diesel Engines - 5 Car

A size to fit most

31'
Lay-Away

For Christmas'

TR,PLE DECKER

Regular 47'

Regular 64'

Now

41 Piece Glass Set
Just the thing

Retad Price $6 95
ies
DECK 1,. For Piss, Cool
Sandy/lase, Hot or Cold

QUAKER STATE
MOTOR OIL

MATCHBOX
CARS

GLASSWARE SET

1288

Reg.
'18.88

Reg.

standard cars!

$1 1 97 2097

19.22

Regular 5 1.57

ZOOMCYCLE

BIG WHEEL

99

t
I

•••••••••-

•Three Wheel
Cycle

•Rugged Plastic
•3 Wide Tires

AGGRAVATION GAME
megrawelierls
chid to 001
Desqnect to
th,/
r11,SSo0/11 POW•
real rooter
actually
,nch rotors
Sprnn,n9 8
anti dr,ye
prorrde Br/ trIr
outondoorS and
Ily,nq tun o, vow
fast
tle
Throt
s
door

FUN FOR ALL
THE FAMILY!!

•Real Engine Sound

Reg. '1.94

•Wide Slick Tires

see

dare Or

Owl No
onaut
‘escue the aStr

n *hot
shown
accessOwes
away, Alt
2 or 4
by
Powered
Inclvd•cl.
not oncluded
D batter'es

Reg.

$ 33

$11

-4-1,311,9

4
o4

$ 1 688

8
Reg. 110"
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GOOD NEWS

OSCAR
aids radio
hams
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
Thousands of ham t amateur rradio operators all over
the world now have a new
global link to knit them even
more closely together. The recently launched satellite
OSCAR allows hams to talk
with each other anywhere,
anytime.
OSCAR Is alphabetese for
Orbital Satellite Carrying
Amateur Radio. It was
launched piggyback aboard a
weather
satellite,
the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's
NOAA-2.
The satellite with the boy's
name was provided by an international group of amateurs
working through the Radio
Amateur Satellite Corp.
AMSAT. Both spacecraft
were hurled into a 900-milehigh polar orbit by a Delta
booster.
OSCAR is designed to link
together what the National
Aeronautics and Space Administraticgs.aaas -relatively
low-powerecrth terminals."
They're ham radio stations.
Powered by solar cells
which pull their energy from
the sun's rays and a backup
battery, OSCAR weighs only
40 pounds. Its primary payload ts" a two-to-ten-meter
linear translator with a bandwidth of 100 kHz. And for ham
operators who want to talk
around tbe:world through
OSCAR,*input fr1luency is
centered at 29.5 kHz, arid the
output centered at 29.5 MHz.
Peak output power of the
satellite transmitter is about
one watt.
The payload also includes a
message storage device
which can be loaded from the
ground with Morse code messages to be transmitted repeatedly by the spacecraft.
Control of OSCAR comes
through a 21-function command system and is the responsibility of AMSAT.
Space agency officials ad...Ise ham radio operators to
get with OSCAR as quickly as
possible, for his design lifetime is perhaps only a little
more thaa_a year. _
Hams who want to know
more about OSCAR and what
he can do for them may obtain
detailed information from
AMSAT Corp., P.O. Box 27,
Washington, D.C. 20%4.
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Ex-Offender Returns To Work at Cumberl
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Five delinquents.
used at larger facilities.
years ago, Steve Jones was
"When I first came to Lake Through coordinated programs
committed to Lake Cumberland Cumberland Boys' Camp in of work, school, religion,
Boys' Camp, a residential 1967, I didn't know what to recreation and group meetings
service institution supported by think," Jones recalled. "First I with major emphasis on group
the state Department of Child was sent to the Kentucky treatment activities, the staff
Welfare, for heisting $40,000 Reception and Diagnostic strives
for
maximum
worth of diamonds from his Center, which is a maximum development of each resident as
employer's safe.
security institution, and then a "total" person.
Jones returned to the camp recommended to Cumberland.
Each boy is assigned to one of
last year,committed to taking a The camp didn't even have four treatment groups, based on
position as a cottage parent and fences."
his sophistication intellectually
helping the facility continue its
The camp's format for and delinquently, his past inrehabilitative program for treatment is different from that stitutional record and his

Maturity. These formal groups
meet five nights a week for
periods of almost two hours.
As a member of the group,
each of us got to vote on who
could lead the discussion,"
Jones said. "Then we'd talk
about that particular person's
problems as related to his past,
his daily behavior or his family.
It took me a couple of weeks to
get into the program, but once I
did, I realized how effective it
was.'

As a cottage parent, Jones
now has a chance to sit in on the
group sessions once again. He
said his reaction has been more
objective, but basically unchanged.
"There often is the problem of
a member who tries to withhold
from or con the group," he said.
"But the other nine or 10 boys
usually realize what is happening and just tell him to 'face
up.''
The power of peer pressure
encourages expression and
trust, Jones said, and molds
socially acceptable behavior—

behavior that leads to rOlease.
The individual youth expresses to his fellow group
members in his feelings of
readiness to be placed back into
the community. If the entire
group feels he is ready for
placement, the group leader
will submit the youth's name for
staff opinion. When the entire
staff has returned their
opinions, the group leader,
alsong
camp
with
the
superintendent, will decide if
the boy is ready for release and
determine the day and time of
his departure.

For Steve Jones, as with most
boys in the program, release
was easy. And, for him,
returning to society was a
challenge.
"I finished high school and
prepared for college," said
Jones, who now is in his final
semester at Somerset Community College.
He attended Western Kentucky University for awhile,
then worked in Gov. Wendell
Ford's campaign-taking classes
at the University of Kentucky
at the same time.
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ROSE'S

ROCK 'EM
SOCK 'EM
ROBOTS

Tel
*ehillcirin"

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT. 1-6 P.M. SUNDAY

flurry for these GREAT SAVINGS!
Limited Quantities are subject to
early sell-out. 3 Days Only!

World's only boxing

DEAR READERS:
for which I have to
could fiU this page.
few unpublished letters

DEAR ABBY
NON—the organizat
ics learn how to live
My husband wa
wouldn't admit it to
to go to a meeting of
Thru my associ
my husband agreed
is sober and has
Don't tell me m
May God bless you

robots. Rugged hi-impact
plastic.

Regular $99.95 You Save $20.00
3-Piece Music System

By Ab

DEAR ABBY:
regained some of my
my doubts about an
me.
You wouldn't bell
of advice dave mad
myself now, and ma
think I must have j
I have decided t
carefree person and
high school. Now tha
they want to be frien
Abby. And may God

S
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f
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2 Control
Levers

• ALL STEREO •
• A.M.-F.111. Radio • Tape Player • Speakers
REGULAR $21.96

Beautiful Electrophonic System With 50 Watts l'ower
• Uses 8 Track Tapes • Solid State
a

DUNE
BUGGY

DEAR ABBY:
column every day •

FULL ADJUSTABLE
PEDAL DRIVE

40 Inches long and 14 inches
wide made of yellow polypropylene. Simulated motor
in rear with metallized twin
Ones.

REG.

Solid State! Instant Sound!

Days Only

1182

KENNER'S Model 1360

8159.88

BLONDIE

Home Music Center

NEW

Includes 11-track stereo tape player FM-afc/AM/FM
receiver, built in "Mini' phonograph changer. Stereo
headphones and rolling table-cart with storage. Walnut grain cabinetry with brushed aluminum trim.

EASY BAKE
OVEN

NOVEMBER

4-4C/44.ESTL.

WITH 3 EASY BAKE MIXES

24th, 25th & 26th

Also Three Pans And
I ruction Booklet

Model
PAX-201
"Juliette"

8 Track Stereo Cartridge Player

Game!

THE
-.mow PHAN
- -

REG. $4.99

New modern styling!
2 Pieces Walnut Wood
Cabinetry.

In the now-it-can-be-told department someone at last has
figured out what Edith and
Archie of TV's 'Al] In The
Family" are singing near the
end of their introductory
theme song every Saturday
night. So get ready for this:
The indistinguishable words
come right after: "Everybody pulled his weight." What
they're singing is: "Gee, our
old La Salle ran great, those
were the days."
If you don't savvy the reference to the old La Salle, it was
a plush junior version of the
Cadillac a few decades back.
Leaving clovvri under
CAMBERRA 11.1'1/ -Nearly 3,01/0 immigrants left
Australia last July, an increase
of 2110 over July, 197 I. the
Census and Statistic- Bureau
repoits.
The figures reflect a general
trend of increasing departures
of immigrants for their
homelands in the paSt thre4s
years. For the fiscal :war I
2. 32.000 former settlers have
left, an increase of 40o over the
”ear. Immigrants
Forel,
arriving in Australia this July
totaled 0,11(Iii. the latrean said.
REVOLUTION
Bolshevik troops occupied
governments buildings on
Nov. 7, 1917, at the start of the
Russian revolution.

STORING IT
MAKES WASTE!
SELLING IT
MAKES CASH!

PJace Your •
Classified Ad
Now
753-1916

MONOPOLY
By Parker

Bros.

The Original
Real Estate
Trading Game

.•01•Itek IM.r.ata•

BEATLE B

Beautiful Packages
Need Beautiful Bows!

WI-IAT I
£10.41E
FANCv

LUXURIOUS
ASSORTMENT
INCLUDES 25 BOWS
Different Colors and
Different Styles

TYPING

Christmas
Wrap Special!
Choice of
pretty designs

IREG. 41' *a
LIL ABN

MICKEY MOUSE
TRANSISTOR
RADIO
Includes batteries,
earphone, carrying
strap.

Choice- of
regular paper
or embossed
foil — one low
price!

“Conaleo

2 Roll-Packs Gift Wrap
Pack
Reg.
$1.99 Pt
30 x 100 Sq. Ft. Paper

36 x 40 Sq. Ft. Foil

3-Piece Table and Chair Set
table
and chair set with
the "%et look** tough
Vinyl top on
table and chairs .
24" x 24" Table-2 Chairs

G.E. 15 LIGHT

CHRISTMAS LIGHT
Satin Bright

Reg. s2.18

$1
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5 Make lace
Latin
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7 Happen again
8 Wife of Geraint
9 Enthusiasm
10 Definite article
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18 Tact
20 Tear
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22 Change
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25 Ekergreen tree 36 Small child
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26 Wear away
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28 Pronoun
40 Equality
29 High card
42 Bird's home
31 More recent
43 War god
32 Electrited
44 Sob
particle

ACROSS
I Chinese
Pagoda
4 Cubic meter
9 Music as
written
12 In music high
13 Devoured
14 Greek letter
15 Sharp reply
17 Municipalities
19 Before
20 More impolite
21 Need
23 Evergreen tree
24 Keen
27 Ancient
28 Part of body
29 Showy flower
30 Guido s low
note
31 Openwork
fabric
32 Frozen water
33 Note of scale
34 At no time
36 Pedal digit
37 Uncouth
person
38 Delineated
39 Measure
of weight
40 Peel
41 Doctrine
43 Swiss river
44 Tasks
46 Mistakes
49 Fish eggs
50 Cubic meter
52 Meadow
53 Affirmative
54 Former
Russian ruler{
55 Place

I
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Antique Clocks

WO*
'
01
47

46

We buy and sell old clocks,
cases, works and parts.
Over 150 in stock. We
repair clocks. J & B Music
Center. 753-7575.

48

51

" 50

ity.541

'CV KNOW
14.54ERE
ARE ?
WE'RE NEAR THE
Olkl54
( HILL RIM
FARM!

25 26

M. 29

V455
tr:X.--- ..

I CM 5140k) WOOKCCK ONERE
1,TNI5
I WA5 BORN ! 6Jow.1
REAT! WHAT A T4R111.
THI5 WILL BE FOlt IJCOO5TOCK

NOTICE

iNGRATE-TRAITOR!
suouLo )4.4,,E You
CAST ihITO A PIT
FULL OG 7131501400S
ADOERS

THE PHANTOM
THE pym/70,443 /sit OF

AUCTION SALE, every Friday
night, on Highway 641, three
miles north of Paris at 6:30 p.m.
This week we have another load
from St. Louis. Don't miss it.
Auctioneers Shorty McBride-247
and James E. Travis-278.
ITC

WOOD5TOCK WILL BE
50 EXCITED!

(OLO
I CAN 51-104) HIM M4
CA6E, ANO WERE WE ATE,
AND OHERE la PLAYED
AND EYER‘CD-IIN6!

AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
November 25, 1:00 p.m. at
Bazzell Grocery in Coldwater,
K,. This is the second big Army
surplus auction to be held in this
location. There will be Army
clothes of all kinds, pants, shoes,
boots, shirts, combat jackets,
socks, raincoats, gloves, and
anything you could mention.
There will be tools of all kinds,
also tarpaulins, tents, and some
antique items.
Food and drinks will be served.
Come dressed for cold weather.
Sale conducted by Otto Chester's
Auction Service, with Dan Miller,
apprentice auctioneer. For inf(lrmation phone 435-4042, Lynn
Grove,or 489-2373. "It pays to sell
the Chester Way."
N24C
HELP WANTED

I si-ioia_c> srAkce

YOU TO
AM ANT- MiLL ANC.
LET THEM eihE38LE
YOs..i TO Ti47)
BONE

wHEpE Aohtea

: GUESS Ti4Ars
e A kJ
BY OvER-g/EACTIAIG

DIDN'T •421J
HEAR? )4E
TOOK A
5PECIA
COUR5E

NANCY
LET'S HOLD
A MEETING
OF

OUR

THRIFT

REMEMBER -YOU
CAN'T ATTEND THESE
MEETINGS UNLESS
YOUR PIGGY BANK Is

CLUB

HANG TEN

EARN $100 per sa
furnished. No inves
Collect (515) 243-0511
and 7 C.S.T. M. Olson
Machine Corp., or writ
1713, Des Moines,Iowa
50306.

Below Wholesale
Prices

BUSH JACKETS
H.I.S. for HER

The undersigned
public sale for
described. Unit one
model A6-7000 Refer
11:00 a.m., Novembe
Taylor Motors, Inc.,
Street, Murray, K
dersigned reserve
bid, Associate Fins
(15., Inc.

Only $999

Hours: 9:00 til 5:00 Mon. thru Sat.
* CLOSED THANKSGIVING *

HOLSTEIN CALVES
- BULLS or HEIFERS
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
For Further Information .

Phone 489-2161

*N
Bill's

HURRY TO Bill's Mobile Homes.
12'x60', three bedroom, new 1972.
One only at 84,495.00. A lot full of
other selections. Also used 8' and
10'. Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900
South
Beltline
Highway,
Paducah, Kentucky, 14436150.
N25C

Hwy. 641
For AW
•
•

ADORABLE AKC registered
black toy Poodles, male and
female at reduced price. Phone
753-7941 or 753-54%.
N25C

ROLL-AWAY BED, nearly new;
FINEST IN FM stereo reception. EARLY AMERICAN couch and new junior size guitars, tape
recorder, portable mixer. Also
10 static free FM stations are chair,$45.00. Phone 753available for your listening 7133.
N24C toys and boy's suits and clothes in
sizes 12 to 14. Phone 753-8149 after
pleasure. For more information
5:00 p.m. or all day on SaturWANTED MAN for lubrication call Murray Cablevision 753Decemberl4C
ad clean up. Must have driver's 5005.
license.
Apply
Lassiter
McKinney Datsun, 604 South 12th HAND CROCHETED Afghans. GOOD USED G.E. washer and LONG BROWN coat with fur
Phone 436-2318.
N22C dryer, cheap. Phone 753-3244 collar, $15.00. Also 1966 Pontiac
Street, to Bernard Steen.
TFC
PRO-MODEL bass fishing boat after 4.00 p.ti.
N24C LeMans two door hardtop, V8
automatic with power steering
WANTED MAN to work in ser- with 65 H.P. Mercury motor, all
vice station. Experienced. 25 to 30 1972 models. Trolling motor and FOUR AKC male Dachshund and AM-FM radio. $600.00. Phone
N25C
years -old, married. Steady job. trailer. Phone 753-2386.
N24C pups. Phone 753--237/17---N24C 753-8780 after 5:00p.m.
Apply in person to Scottie
Standard,East Main Street. N25P WHITE FUR coat, four years old. USED BALDWIN Spinet piano. AM-FM Multiplex stereo with
Like new. Phone 753-2868. N24C Used Baldwin organ. Used turntable and 2 Pioneer speakers,
N9
Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo $175.00. Phime 753-8455.
SALESLADY'WANTED. Retail
PAIR OF Beagle pups, bred to Piano Company, across from
store, permanent position. Send
train. Also 19" R.C.A. portable Post Office, Paris. Tenn.
N24C TWO UNI-LUG mag wheels witt
resume to P.O. Box 32-Q,
tires, wheel size 15x8'2 and ;
televesion with stand. Phone 435Murray,Ky.
N28C
4981.
N24C BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. Crager mag wheels, size 14xt
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo Also General Electric chord
NEEDED ONE salesman to work
TWO BEDROOM suites, springs Piano Company, across from organ %tali bench. Phone 753Murray area. Company car
and mattresses, coffee, end Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
N25NC
N24C 6614.
furnished for business and
tables, high chair, baby mat
pleasure. Group hospital and life
VA LOANS,no down payment for
tress, pans, dishes. Many items ONE FEMALE wire
haired
insurance, retirement paid 100
qualified veteran. 12 years to
of clothing including white terrier,
one female Weimaraner,
per cent by company. $8,000 to
uniforms. Phone 753-6388. N24P three tiny white Poodles.
All AKC Pal. Drive on °tit almost to
$12,000 first year potential. Must
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline
registered. Very nice. Phone 753have previous sales experience
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
TELEVISION,
COLORED,
like
6488.
N25C
or sales aptitude.Interviews will
Mobile
Homes, 3900 South
new, $400.00. Power saw, X1.9,
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or
Belt line Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
PANELS,
on Saturday if necessary. Call like new plus 3 ricks of wood. FIBERGLASS
$135.00. Phone 474-2317 after 5:00 national brand, factory seconds, 44:1-6150.
N25C
Orkin in Paducah 442-825,1 collect
N24P for patios, carports, storage
for appointment.
TFC
houses, fences, trailer skirting. CREOSOTED POLES and penta
1 BENCH saw with attachments, As low as 8 cents per square treated lumber. Also styrofoarn
WANTED MAN: this area now new, $302.00 cash. 1
Joiner
foot. Three colors number one logs for dock flotation. Murray
available for sales and service of with stand $139.90. All new. Both
paneling, $2.85 per sheet. New Lui»ber Company. 104 Maple
Electrolux. For full details write machines priced to
sell for and used money sates, from Street.
N22C
Electrolux, 111 South 6th Street, $375.00. Phone 753-9785.
N22C $40.00 to $100.00 each. Plexiglass
Paducah, Ky. 42001, or phone 443for storm doors and windows and A GOOD buy.. give it a try. Blue
6469.
TFC
DOGS, LEOPARD curr, female, combine cabs, 50 cents per Lustre America's favorite carpet
two years old. Also two pups, square foot. Ross & Tuck Salvage shampoo. Big K. Bclaire ShipLOST & FOUND
three months old. Phone 437& Merchandise, open 6 days a ping Center.
N25C
4329.
week. Phone 901-587-2420. N25C
N22NC
radio
10 STATIC free FM stereo
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
stations that can be found by
hearing aid batteries for all maki•
installing an FM outlet to your HANDMADE QUILTS; living CHRISTMAS TREES; flocked,
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. N22C
room
suite;
T.V.
stand;
cablevision
lamps. painted, etc, Birdsong Shop,
installation.
existing
Call Murray Cablevision, 753- Phone 753-8160, or see at 727 Nash behind Mo-Go Service Station,
N24C 641 North, one mile from city LARGEST VARIETY of
014C Drive.
5005.
pistols
limits.
N25P in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores.
Toil teelmolog)
(:IIICA(;()
PROBLEM? Army Surplus, 9 miles from
II I'll
SLEXPING
Techtmlogy
ran
Restless? Get Snoozer Tablets for Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
ahead iii inventiial in OW 11k1
a safe night's sleep. Only 98 cents 117 and 164. Open Sunday until
Our
About
there!),
C, 'too-miff
Holland Drug Store, 109 South 4:00p.m.
N24C
.1r-etched 11111 111:111 11,/PW wan.
N22C
Tyr ph)), according to Aluminum Plates 4th.
SCHULT
MOBILE
-home, fully
1..oe,ilt par-ilia Brit; • .a, ssas
furnislwd, with washer, dryer
brought to higlattd lit 1111.
SHOP
WITHOUT going shopping. and an conditioner. Located in
114•nl1mm. Rut alivarrtitl) in per
Amway Products. Phone 436- Fox Meadows. Phone
111111 114,1 sit 1144'11 111753-1001
%C1111•11.as SI1f1le of ilie
5525, Phillisl,usk.
N22P after 6:00 p.m.
N22C
The Ledger &
%%ere hitched 111 a itrirkoi•v

KITCHEN
Hwy. 641 N.

BEATLE BAILEY

NOW

for KITCHEN HELP
and BUS BOYS
Above Average Wages
Please Apply In Person

PANT SUITS
$1 995

CAPTAIN'S

01.0 SAWN- HOW'S YOUR
ARTHRITI 5-7

[NE 706E?71ER PEACEraty-

for the conienien
Murray.
MURR
Rex Si

Large Shipment

Act III

Saturday, November 25
Court Square, Murray

BLONDIE
A RAISE!
A RAISE,

Than

Rotary Community Auction

OPENINGS

YOLJ DARE ASK ME
FOR A RAISE?

LANI
The Murray Land

at the

WANT TO BUY trailer type disc
plow, in good condition. Phone
N28P AUCTION SALE every Saturday
492-8784.
night at Henry Auction House,
next door to post office. This
WANT TO BUY old fiu:iiiture, week we have lots of antiques,
attic junk, or anything of value. glass, dishes and furniture. Don't
Phone 436-2135.
December28C miss it. Snack bar is open.
Auctioneers James W. McBride
-336 and James E. Cooper500.
ITC

„7 11
4,
04
,
.{.24

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE

Call
753-1911

PLEASE BRING ME SOME HOME BAKED
BREADS, CAKES, PIES, AND PASTRIES AND
THOSE HOME CANNED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
FROM THE WOMEN'S BAZAAR

HUNTERS & TRAPPERS,
November 27, I will start buying
furs at my home,3 miles south of
Murray on Hwy. 641. Some furs
will be cured and the market
firmly established, so bring or
send them to me. I have always
appreciated handling your furs.
Open weekly Monday through
Friday. Douglas Shoemaker,
Route 4, Murray. Phone 753N24C
3375.

1•

c-1-1
4.4.. 14
:
4
18

7534916

Dear Mommy:

10

4 9

6

''. .32
v
ii :

38

49
1 "Saitdr (colioq
2 Beverage
33
3 Be present
•
4 Withered

7

WANT TO BUY good used
upright piano, reasonable. Phone
753-6069, before 2:30 p.m. N24P

45 Garden
implement
46 Be mistaken
47 Female ruff
48 Posed for
portrait
51 Babylonian
deity

AtX 17
ON
*N20
5.,

!...‘;‘,.23
l:tXt
.•.• 28 •

30

44

6

5

AUCTION SALE

WANT TO BUY

Ans,ive,t,i Yesterdays Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

FULL

Your C
Parts

Tha
Open for
10:30 a.
giving Su
U.S. 64
1961 FALCO
hunting, fishin
May be seen
Ave., Murray.
PICKUP, 1970
miles, AM-FM
standard tra
seen at 1613
1968 BUICK
top, power,
Phone 753-97
1968 FORD
grain bed pl
mileage.exc
Olds I.S.
Phone 75
N28C
1970 MAVER
tires, low
condition. P
8818. $1250.
1963 GMC p
condition.
$350.00. Pho

CALL

LIL' ABNER
NOW AH DON'T
NAFTA KEEP
MAH TRAP
SHUT NO
MORE

•Kr PS MINE,LONESOME
YOKUM 7
14
15t4:A
1 AG
i AE
L
AL
C
L.
0
1 T5
:
‘
L.L
\NATERFA

thin 1•11.41N11
as late as Iti:{1 %%hell a
twTiZkigniTillliitiftit tiliiint! lis
lis then
the task.better Itarte.w. had .iteir.tti ill-

Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916
PEST CONTROL

YAP!!
On Nov. 6, 1888. Flanjarnin
Harrison won the presidency
in the electoral college,
though Grover Cleveland received more popular votes.

AVEtIii-Cfr-ROVF-Spraied br
115.00.-Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating Company, phone 7537266.
December5C

MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', two
bedrooms, air conditioned, (711111 AND mattress, $19.00. G.E.
carpeted throughout. Located in toaster aiVCfl, $9.00. Corn popper,
Murray. Phone Owensboro, Ky., $6.00. Deep fat fryer, $7.00.
Playpen, $4.00. F.M. radio.
684-0230 after 5:00
N25C
$7.00. Garden Sprayer. 87.50.
Plaine 753-9371.
N24C
G-13 T T E
S.E A It S
I
aluminum seamless gutters
installed on your home by our
factory on wheels. Phone Larry
I.yles at 753-2310 for 'free
estimate
•
014C

24' CRUISER, Sleeps foil',
marble tables. 1968 model, 85
H.P. nIotoT, capable of pulling
skiers. Phone Puryear, Tenn.,
247-3720.
• N22NC

•

We wish
appreciatio
kindness an
to us durin
and brothe
We a
Doctors an
Calloway
emergency
thank you
went with
Paducah
Thanks t
Funeral
A sped.i
Connie Wy
Jerry J
comfort.
alid 'trio
Funeral.
Mr. a
Mr.
Gary'
Brame

R 22, 1972
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NOTICE

FOR RENT

NOTICE

•
•
We would like to take this opportunity to
•
▪ Thank our many friends and customers for their
•
•
patronage this past year and wish each and
•
•
• everyone a Happy Thanksgiving,
•
•

LAND FILL OPEN

The Murray Land Fill Will Be Open .. .

Thanksgiving Day

•

for the conienience of the residents of the City of
Murray.
MURRAY SANITATION SYSTEM
Rex Billington, Supt.

le
•

•

,no down payment for
•eteran. 12 years to
e on out almost to
er Bridge on Beltline.
ncing an spot. Bill's
Homes, 3900 South
ighway, Paducah, Ky.,
N25C
ED POLES and penta
umber. Also styrofoani
tack flotation. Murray
Company. 104 Maple
N22C

Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center
•

Triangle Inn's
Very Special
Open for breakfast 5 a.m.-Cafeteria Line opens
10:30 a.m., serving continuously thru Thanksgiving Supper-Close 11 p.m.
U.S. 641 at SycamorePhone 753-4953
AUTOS FOR SALE

PICKUP, 1970 Chevrolet, 29,000
miles, AM-FM Radio, 6 cylinder,
standard transmission. May be
seen at 1613 Belmont Drive. N24C

E FACTORY fresh
iid batteries for all make
lids. Wallis Drug tint'

1970 MAVERICK, vinyl roof, new
tires, low mileage. Excellent
condition. Phone 753-9997 or 753TFC
8818. $1250.00.

ND mattress, $19.00. G.E.
- oven, $9.00. Corn popper,
1)eep fat fryer. $7.00.
en, $4.00. F.M. radio.
Garden Sprayer, $7.50.
753-9371.
N24C
_

_

Sleeps Emir,
i• tables. 1968 model, 85
nothr, capable of pulling
Phone Puryear, Tenn.,
0.
N22NC

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First

1968 BUICK La Sabre 4 door hard
top, power, air with vinyl top.
Phone 753-9765.
N22C

buy.. give it a try. Blue
nerica's favorite carpet
Big K, Belaire Shiver.
N25C

T MOBILE home, fully
with washer, dryer
conditioner. Located in
eadows. Phone 753-4001
00 p.m.
N23C

If You

1961 FALCON wagon. Good
hunting, fishing car. Runs good.
May be seen at 1604,t Miller
Ave., Murray.
N24P

If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278
Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut

Wednesday °Ply
We wish to express our deep
appreciation for the many acts of
kindness and sympathy extended •
to us during the loss of our son
and brother, Randy Brame.
We also want to thank the
Doctors and nurses at the Murray
Hospital
Calloway County
emergency room and a special
•• thank you to Gary Ballard who
went with the ambulance to the
Paducah Hospital.
Thanks to the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home for all they did.
A special thank you to Bro.
Connie Wyatt, Johnny Hester and
Jerry Joseph for their words of
comfort. Thank you to Don Maley
iihd those that 'sang for the
funeral.
Mr. and Mrs. James Brame
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thornton
Gary', Danny and Gail
Brame
ITC

gifter. .

3 STYLES
PANTS
(including Flares
and Regulars)

11 STYLES COATS
6 DIFFERENT COLOR SHIRTS
450 COATS IN STOCK
-- NO WAITING -Take Home Immediately
ALSO BOOTS & SHOES IN STOCK
thecollege

shop

For Any Occasion
Complete Accessories
- One Hour Service 214 No, 15th Street
•

lo

percent off all Returned
Goods
Open till 7:00 P.M.

See What's New
at The

Hitching Post
in Aurora, Ky.

UNIQUE GIFTS
For Everyone!
STOCKING STUFFERS
CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS
CANDLES & RINGS
Open 9-5 Weekdays
Open at Noon on Sundays
Closed Thanksgiving

LOOKING FOR BUSINESS or Commercial property? Then
check with Roberts Realty regarding the following:
THE BELK BUILDING on the Court Square with 3 floors of
merchandising area, over 12,000 square feet in good condition. Possession with deed.

•
a ON THE CORNER OF 16th and Main we have the store
building and house occupied by beauty shop. This is one of
• the busiest corners in Murray. Owner will finance.
•
• LOCATED JUST 1,2 MILE from City Limits we have a small
• grocery, washinette, extra nice mobile home. Priced less
than the buildings could be replaced for.
•
• EXTRA GOOD LOT LOCATED Corner South 4th and
• Sycamore Streets. Owner will lease, sell, rent, or will build
• and lease building and lot.
U
•
a ALSO 15 OTHER BUSINESS and commercial lots, as well as
•
°NEXT `-(tAR INVITE THEM OVER 'TO
a 20 acres of commercial property with all city utilities and
• over 1,300 feet of railroad frontage.
OUR PLACE. MAV13E WE CAN 6E1 5OME- •
Owner will lease or sell
•
11-11N6 STARTED."
a any or all of this property, or will develope to suit tenant.
•
SERVICES OFFERED
•
SERVICES OFFERED
.
6 ROBERTS REALTY is ready to serve you in all your real
with over 17 years experience in the real estate
•
a ea
butate
siness
needa
.
•
U
•
a
•
•
•
FARMS
a
-.,
•
• WE HAVE ONE OF THE best farms in County. 90 acres with it
• 8 room brick home with full basement. Has approximately
75
•
•
•
'
• acres of extra good crop land. Highway on two sides.
•i
U
•
•
• WE ALSO HAVE ONE of the largest pieces of land in county:
I
• with over 1,000 acres, all joining. Can be sold in smaller:
•
a
• tracts. 440 acres can be sold with k.c down, balance over 10 a
•
•
• years at 7 per cent interest.
a
U
•
•
a
• WE HAVE AN EXTRA GOOD Brick house on Olive Street. •
•
• Has 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, dry basement, central heat, dining:
•
a
• room, fireplace, 2 car garage.
•
•
a
a
• OR ON COLLEGE FARM ROAD, we have this 3 bedroom is
•
• brick with central heat, wall to wall carpet, carport, utility,:
a
•
• extra nice lot. Is vacant, possession with deed.
•
a
•
•
ea WE HAVE A REAL BARGAIN IN a 2 bedroom house on 1
4
• large lot in Dexter. Has large garden, stock
barn and horse:
•
• lot. In good condition and can be bought for $7,000.
•
s
•
•
a
a THERE
•
ARE ONLY A FEW LOTS left on Dudley Drive. If:
: you would like to have one of these lots near shopping cedter,:
a act now, build later.
•
•
a
a
•
•
a
LAKE
PROPERTY
•
• YES WE HAVE SOME very good buys in lake property. We •
a
a
• have one of the very nicest homes on Kentucky Lake on one of:
a the very best lake front lots. Completely furnished,
or will:
•
•
•
• sell without furniture.
•
• WE HAVE A GOOD 2 bedroom year around home on acre •
•
• lake front lot, fully furnished for $13,000
•
•
• OR A NICE LITI'LE A-Frame, fully furnished for only $7,000•

Thanksgiving Dinner

SPECIAL

T-Bone Steak
Sirloin Steak
Ribeye Steak

Fried Chicken
Seafood Plate
Ground Sirloin

2.50
2.00

2.00
2.00
2.00
1.75

Choice of:
Salad - Potatoes
and Pumpkin Pie
with Whipped Cream

HOUSE, FIVE rooms and bath, APARTMENT, FOUR roams,
in the country. Phone 753-2934 furnished. Reasonable rent,
after 5:00 p.m,
N22NC $75.00. Gas heat, nicely furnished. Phone 753-2891 after 5:30
TWO BEDROOM furnished p.m.
N25C
trailer, air conditioned.One mile
GOOD 3 BEDRT
rZtreet, This house
from Murray. $85.00 per month. DUPLEX, unfurnished, two
is now vacant
haNiro
on
deed. Priced at
Garbage pick up and water bedrooms. Within two blocks of
• $17,900.
•
furnished. Phone Cadiz 522University. Electric heat and
•
32
N27C carpeting. $92.50 per month.
*
•
Phone 753-5421 after 5:00 p.m
•
FURNISHED APARTMENT, N25C
three rooms, with screened in
a
porch and utility closet. Phone TWO BEDROOM Mobile home,
753-6524. Available December
in a quiet place. Rent can be
1
N28C worked out as carpenters helper,
(North 12th Street Extension) •
full or part time. Call 753•
THREE BEDROOM brick house, 4770
N25C
•
electric heat, fireplace, double
Kt.'LliY'S TERMITE and Pest JOHN'S REPAIR Service. •
carport. On Kentucky Lake, near
WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE .
NEW THREE bedroom brick Co ol, phone 753-3914, 100 South Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
New Concord. Phone 436apartment, carpet, central heat iTh Street. -Every day you carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
2427.
N28C and air, range, disposal,. washer
SEE
delay lets bugs have their
753-7625 nights.
TFC a
•
large lot. way."
TFC
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, and dryer hook up,
TFC
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, •
living room, kitchen, bathroom $150.00. Phone 753-7550
also
bank gravel, fill dirt and •
with shower and bath. One or two
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER
•
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartShop, 209 Walnut. Haircut $1.25. topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, •
TFC
HORSEsal at 64
Shell,
f rliiInutrraanyd, 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. weekdays, or 354-8361 after 5.0n n.m.
TRAILERSSu perShe
ments, South 16th Street, 753- sale
6609.
December14C Kentucky. Phone Max at 753Saturday 9:00-6:00 p.m. Sunday
•
9131.
morning by appointment. Shoe SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
_
307 N. 4th 753-6091
Shine, 25 cents pair, boots 50
TWO BEDROOM furnished or
RADIO, TELEVISION,
cents pail:.
TT-1w
SMALL APPLIANCE
•
unfurnished apartment, central
SALES I SERVICE
heat and air. Good location.
•
SPECIALIZING IN CB 41. CAR
•
Available October 1. Phone 753YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service. RADIO REPAIR
•
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE We clean septic tanks, grease
4331.
TFC
•
traps, all kinds of waste GENERAL HOUSE wiring
3 miles from Court Square
Call 753-1651
•
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted, Has den, living room, kitchen disposals. *lone Mayfield 247- Installation or rework. No job too
December21C big or too small. Call for estimate
color TV,air conditioned, electric- dining room, and utility room 7048.
November 27P
436-2159, Jim.
Electric heat, storm doors an
feat. $100.00 per month, deposit
BY OWNER; four bedroom ANTIQUE BRICK two level
required. Phone 753-7358.
windows.
TFC
Registered
; PIANO TUNING.Phone
;home, with large den, large hoiiie, walkout basement, four
Available December 1.
Jerry
Craftsman P.T.G.
private patio, large utility room, bedrooms,
MUSIC
two baths, large
Phone 435-4852 between HAVE YOUR BOAT Cain collect) Paducah 554maple cabinets, dishwasher, family room, garage,
paved
Decemberl2C
4636.
TRAILER SPRAYED
garbage disposal. Close to Carter drive, . trees and shrubs.
4:00 and 6:00 p.m
Music Lessons
and Middle Schools. Priced to Available February. Phone 753BEFORE SPRING! FOR THE finest FM stereo sell. Bank loan available to right
Professional teachers of
8731.
N25C
Piaoo, organ, voice, guitar,
ONE BEDROOM furnished
reception,
subscribe
to person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
accordion, drums and band
apartment, no Children, no pets.
Cablevision. 10 static free FM 7534342 nights.
instruments. J & B Music
TFC THREE BEDROOM brick home
Center, Murray, Ky
753$80.00 per month. Phone 753stations are available for your
at 1614 Belmont Drive with I
1575.
4759.
N27C
listening pleasure. Call Murray LAKE COTTAGE, Panorama baths. patio,
den and outside
753-9382 or 753-6995 Cablevision 753-5005.
Shores,
lake
D14C
view, goes to TVA storage. Phone 753-5287.
N29C
0
Pianos-Organs
line. Central air and heat. All new
EXTRA NICE four bedroom
carpet, one bedroom. Phone 436- NEWLY DECORATED two
See why more people buy
house. Carpeted, gas heat, large SEPTIC TANK
cleaning, back
Wurlitter than any other
2160.
N24C bedroom air conditioned house.
storage.
rooms
NEED
plenty
HELP
of
your
with
and
Sales-Service Rental
piano
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp
purchase. Practice piano and
TFC
Phone 753-5074.
at 600 Broad Street. Under
Holiday
Sewing?
753-5933.
TFC
studios. .11113 Music Center,
$8,000.00. Phone 753-6418 after
SALE
OR
RENT
FOR
Murray, Ky.-753-7575.
Blazers
A Specialty
PIANO
TUNING-Repair433p.m.
N25C
SERVICES OFFERED
rebuilding. Prompt expert serPhone 753-2353
POR LEASE
trailer
ELECrRIC
12'1E60'
ALL
vtce. 15yeartexpariance_ Rebuilt
COMMERCIAL BUILDING, 104 WILL BABY-SIT with one child pianos for
2 acre private lot. Shown by TWO LOTS, Panorama Shores.
sale. Ben W. Dyer,
North 4th Street. 31'x100' For in my home, days. Phone 753- Murray,
FREE
ESTIMATE
appointtnent
on
septic
-Only. Phone- 753- •Lake view, goes to TVA line.
tank
Kentucky. Phone 753-N29C 8911.
information phone 753-5549. N22P 8531.
N25P Phone 436-2160.
.N.24e
December28C installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC -4534.
•

Grecian Steak
House

Carry-Outs, Call 753-4419
10:30 o.m.-9:00 a.m.
Hwy 641 N.

„(Egtzt,

•
•
•
•
•

Member of
Multiple Listing *
Buying - Selling
Appraising - Managing

eifirA

Ray Roberts - 753-5583
Hoyt Roberts - 753-3924

FOR RENT

1963 GMC pickup, 283 V8. Good
condition. Has new brakes.
$350.00. Phone 753-8124.
N29NC
CARD OF THANKS

TUXEDO RENTAL

Phone 753-3242

Than ksgivinj
-Feast

1968 FORD truck with dump bed,
grain bed plus cattle racks. how
mileage,excellent condition. 1967
Olds LS. Excellent condition.
Phone 753-8090 after 5:00 p.m.
N28C

ST VARIETY 1,f pistols
tuck y. No increase in
Country Boy Stores,
Surplus, 9 miles from
vine, Junction Kentucky
164. Open Sunday until
N24C

....

Hwy. 641 North
Alma, Ky.
Phone 753-0880
For: AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
• HURRICANE STRAPS • PLUMBING
• PARTS • COLEMAN, DUO-THERM
& INTERTHERM FURNACES PARTS

BED, nearly new;
size guitars, tape
table mixer. Also
suits and clothes in
Phone 753-8149 after
11 day on Satur1TP

UG inag wheels with
I size 150'2 and 2
g wheels. size 14x6.
ral Electric chord
$ • rich. Phone 753N25NC

..

Bill's Mobile Home Repair

AKC registered
es, male and
uced price. Phone
96.
N25C

Itiplei stereo with
2 Pioneer speakers,
e753-8455.
N21'

.........

* New Location *

's Mobile Hornet
oom, new 1972.
95.00. A lot full of
. Also used 8' and
ile Homes, 3900
line
Highway,
ucky,1443N25C

WN coat with fur
. Also 1966 Pontiac
door hardtop, V'S
ith power steering
radio. $600.00. Phone
5:00 p.m.
N25C

•
•
•
•
•
•

EARN $100 per sale. Leads
As of November 17, 1972, r will
furnished. No investments. Call not be
responsible for any other
Collect (515) 243-0511 between 8 debts
other than my own.
and 7 C.S.T. M. Olson of Federal
Ted Barnett.
N25P
Machine Corp., or write P.O. Box
1713, Des Moines,Iowa
INVITATION TO BID
50306.
N22P
The Calloway County Board of
Education is asking for bids on
The undersigned will sell at one hundred 100) band uniforms.
public sale for cash here Specifications are on file in the
described. Unit one 1971 Hobbs Board's office and interested
model A6-7000 Referr trailer at bidders may obtain a copy there.
11:00 a.m., November 28, 1972 at All bids must be in the Board's
Taylor Motors, Inc., 303 South 4th Office, 200 South 6th Street, on or
Street, Murray, Ky. The un- before 12:00 Noon, December 4,
dersigned reserve the right to 1972,
The Calloway County Board of
bid, Associate Financial Service
CO., Inc.
1TC Education reserves the right to
reject any or all bids.
N29C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR RENT

MYHILL & WILSON

4

#

•
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Kentucky Roundup
Dinner
LONDON, Ky. (AP) — The
more than 40 inmates of the
Laurel County Jail here will
feast on two big turkeys, dressing, cranberry sauce, and
pumpkin pie for Thanksgiving.
But holiday treats are nothing new at the jail. Jailer C.N.
Scoville said last Christmas 11
prisoners were allowed to go
home for the holiday, and
they all came back sober."
Building
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky
board of trustees has given preliminary approval to construction of a fine arts building on
or near Stoll Field, the varsity
playing field.
The $5 million facility is part
of a 99.7 million construction
package endorsed Tuesday by
the trustees. Construction plans
for the building include demolition of the Stoll Field stadium.
The UK football team will begin using a new 58,000-seat stadium, now under construction,
next fall.

The Kentucky Insurance Department has approved the
merger of two Kentucky insurance companies, pending approval by stockholders of both
firms.
If approved, the merger of
First Financial Security Life
Insurance Co. of Bowling Green
into Kentucky Family Security
Insurance Co. of Lexington will
take effect Dec. 31.
The surviving company will
be Kentucky Family, headed by
Franklin E. Loy, with offices in
Lexington.
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Secretaries
Hear Speaker
From Paducah

State To Conduct Intensified
Safety Program On Holidays
Gov. Wendell Ford announced
today the state will conduct an
intensified safety campaign
during the Thanksgiving,
Christmas and New Year's
holiday weekends, aimed at
reducing the soaring highway
death toll.
The "United We Stand"
program, similar to the "We
Care" traffic safety drive the
Governor launched during the
Memorial Day Weekend, will
involve six state agencies
cooperating in an effort to make
holiday traffic in Kentucky
safer for all motorists.
"We must reverse the present
trend that now seems sure to
make 1972 the most tragic year
for highway deaths in the
history of our state," the
Governor said. "This united
effort on the part of state
government hopefully will
make Kentucky's roadways
safer during the holiday
period."
During the three extended
weekends, the State Police will
continue its holiday policy of
concentrating patrols on high
accident locations and heavilytraveled roads.

The Murray Chapter of
National
Secretaries
Association met for a buffet
dinner meeting at the Winslow
Cafeteria, Monday, November
20. Twenty-five members and
four guests were present. The
devotion was given by Mrs.
Anita Thomas.

highways during the following
peak travel hours: Wednesday,
November 22,noon to 8 p.m.;
Friday, November 24, 3 p.m. to
6 pin.; Sunday, November 26,1
p.m. to 9 p.m.
The Department of Motor
Transportation will exercise its
statutory prerogatives and
patrol the
secondary road
systems in an enforcement role.
The Department of Aeronautics
will have aircraft on standby for
surveillance purposes, while the
Department of Public Information will provide up-todate information from other
departments involved and air
public service announcements.
"Hopefully, the saturation of
law enforcement vehicles will
serve as a deterrent to potentially
unsafe
drivers,"
Governor Ford said. "We must
constantly remind the public
just how dangerous life on our
highways has become."
Last May, Governor Ford
began his campaign for highway safety with the "We Care"
program during the Memorial
Day weekend. In that period,
Kentucky had only six fatalities
as compared to 15 in 1971. With
The Highway Department the exception of one other state,
will provide courtesy patrols Kentucky's holiday fatality rate
during peak travel hours on was the lowest in the nation.
Earlier, the Governor had
interstate
highways.
Emergency vehicles will lend proclaimed the period of May
assistance to motorists in 26-Dec. 1 as a "Season of
Safety," urging all citizens and
distress.
agencies, both public and
During the Thanksgiving private,
to help bring about a
holidays, extra State Police "moratorium
on
traffic
forces will patrol interstate deaths."

Mrs. Neva Grey Allbritten,
program chairman introduced
the guest speaker, Miss Joaquin
Jury
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Seffter, vice president of the'
Lists of prospective jurors will Peoples First National Bank of
be prepared by computer start- Paducah, who spoke on
ing next year in Jefferson "Parliamentary Procedure."
She told briefly of the origin of
County.
James DeLapp, a deputy cir- parliamentary law when it was
cuit court clerk, said the new used to guide the house of
method of selection is expected Parliament in London and was
to save time and prevent dupli- brought to the New England
cation, thereby spreading the colonies and used in their town
meetings. Through the year, it
jury duty more evenly.
Dr. Jim McDM, Ph.D., left, associate professor in the Department of Special Education, Speech,
The actual drawing of names has been revised and improved,
will still be done by hand, but and is now known as "Roberts and Hearing section at Murray State University, was initiated into the Murray Civitan Club by
the computers will provide a Rules of Order," Miss Seltzer Hardiman Nix, past lieutenant governor of Kentucky's seventh district. McDill, native of Bay
Ninette, Ala., is a graduate of the University of Southern Mississippi and did his undergraduate a
list of some 18,000 names for said.
ork
Merger
The speaker said the success at William Carey College, Hattisburg, Miss. He is vice-president of the Kentucky
possible jury duty from tax and
Speech and Hearing
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP —
of any meeting, organization or Association, a member of the Four Rivers Safety Council, and was
voter registration rolls.
selected in 1972 as one of the
project can depend on how well Outstanding Young Men of America. He and his wffe, Betty, have three
children, John Patrick. Paul,
a meeting is conducted. She and Jennifer.
stressed the importance of the
duties of the chairman and each
member in taking
part in Final Rites Held Here
SAIGON (AP) — The U.S. vention here in 1968.
motions and discussions. A
Command today announced the
question and answer period Tuesday For Ray Smith
(('ontinued from Page 1)
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla.(AP) followed in which Miss Seltzer
heaviest B52 attack of the war
on North Vietnam and the loss — With the last major preflight was very helpful to the memFinal rites for M. Ray Smith percentage is better than 70.
of two smaller jets and a cargo test completed, the Apollo 17 bers.
The plan was developed by
of Murray Route Two were held
Plane. One of the downed fight- astronauts today rehearse
Mrs. Patsy Dyer, president of Tuesday at one p.m. at the the medical and ministerial
ers was a swing-wing F111. blasting off from the moon and the Murray
Dr. David Aspy, founder and
Chapter, announced chapel of the Max Churchill departments of the Seventh-day
Two men were killed in the docking their two spaceships,
Church, a non- director oi the National Inthe Christmas party on Funeral Home with Rev. Dennis Adventist
that
America and Challenger.
crash of the transport.
smoking
denominat
ion, but the stitute
December 11, would be a dinner Cobb an
on
Rev. William
Humanizing
Eugene A. C,ernan and geoloMilitary sources said the B52
program itself is not religious, Education
meeting at the Murray McKinney officiating.
, will direct a two-day
attacks were unusually heavy gist Harrison H. Schmitt plan
Woman's Club at which each
Pallbearers were James nor does it contain any "hooks" workshop on "Building the
THANKSGIVING -1971
THANKSGIVING
to make up for the curtailment to spend much of the day in the
Strong said.
Helping Relationship" at
member should bring her Franklin
TRAFFIC TIME
Dowdy,
Hall
lunar
in fighter-bomber strikes due to
module simulator while
It includes a buddy-buddy Murray State University Nov.
AGAIN!. WOW !!
18— FATALITIES
husband or a guest. Am- Wilkinson, Robert Edler,
the monsoon weather. The U.S. Ronald E. Evans operates the
THIS IS NO TM
bassador Marshall Jones will be Robert Scoggins, Randy Dodd, system similar to that of 29-30.
239-PERSONAL INJURIES TO "STICK YOUR
Command reported only 60 command ship trainer, running
Co-sponsored by the School of
speaking on "The Changing Rex Mustard, Joe Walker, and Alcoholics Anonymous as vital
such strikes Tuesday, the fifth through the complex lunar liftto
the
sessions
and
follow
NECK
Education at Murray State and
World" and there will be en- Kenneth Todd. Burial was in
173- PRCFERrt
successive day the total has off procedures they have pracOUT!!
tertainment from the Murray the Temple Hill Cemetery with through.
the Murray city school system,
ticed scores of times.
been 60 or less.
The
program
includes the workshop will consist of two
Woman's Club Music Depart- the arrangements by the Max
Meanwhile, heavy North Vietpsychological and physical sessions each day and
ment.
Churchill Funeral Home.
an adnamese resistance and the torBUENOS AIRES(API— ArSmith, age 67, died Sunday at aspects, how craving can be dress by Aspy Wednesday
rential rains stalled South Viet- gentina's military government
five p.m, at the Benton lessened and will power evening, Nov. 29.
namese marines trying to push reported late Tuesday that
and
other
Open to the public, the 7 p.m.
Municipal Hospital. He was strengthened
northward from Quang Tri City there was a plot against former
owner arid Operator of a service techniques. The starting session presentation by Aspy in the
toward the DMZ to expand dictator Juan D. Peron. It sent
will include a showing of the University School auditorium
station int Murray.
their territorial control prior to police and troops to clear the
film, "Countdown," a full color Wednesday will provide exstreet in front of his suburban
a cease-fire.
film of a lung cancer operation. periences in developing inresidence. Several hundred poA co-director of the program terpersonal
communications
CHICAGO I AP) — Declaring lice stayed on the guard the
is Robert ( Bob) W. Williams, skills based on the Carichuff
Funeral
services
for Mrs.
that the trial judge took an "of- house and patrol the neighboranesthetist at the Murray- model. Both classroom teachers
ten antagonistic attitude toward hood after driving off crowds of Edna Deakins Metzger of 1605
Calloway County Hospital.
and school administrators are
1(irkwood, Murray, will be held
the defense," a federal appeals_ Peron's supporters.
The evening sessions will urged to attend.
today
at
2:30
p.m.
chapel
the
at
court has overturned the conThere _ was no immediate
An examination will be held start promptly at 7:30 p.m.,
Daytime sessions both days
viction of five antiwar activists comment from Peronist offi- of the Max Churchill Funeral Dec. 2 to fill the position
of _beginning Sunday, at the Ellis are scheduled from 9 a.m. to
Home
with
Bro.
Roy
Beasley,
in the case of the Chicago 7.
cials. They charged Saturday
Health
Service Aide I for Community Center,. 630 Ellis 'noon and from
Ito 4 pm"
'The ruling Tuesday by the that Peron was a prisoner of Jr., officiating.
employment at the Calloway Drive in Murray. Further inDay sessions will be held in the
Pallbearers will be Loyd County Health
U.S. 7th Circuit Court of Ap- the army when he was held unDepartment.
formation may be obtained by multipurpose conference room
peals climaxed a controversial der tight military security at Beane, Raybord Henry, Nevil
The exam will be held at the -calling Bill Strong at 753-2715 or
of the Murray Vocational
McCoy,
James
B.
Ramsey,
case which stems from street the airport hotel for one night
West Kentucky Area Vocational Bob Williams at 753-9407 or 436II -IP- • 73.School, with sessions the
rioting during the week of the after arriving Friday to end 17 Carolos Jones, and Pat Evans. School in Paducah.
5668.
following day at the University
Interipent will be in the
Democratic National Con- years in exile.
Minimum
School.
Murray Cemetery with the admittanc requirements for
e to the examination
Dr. William 0. Price,
arrangements by the Max are
the ability to read and write,
associate professor educational
Churchill Funeral Home.
to accurately follow oral and laymon Neale Patient
services, said the workshop will
Mrs. Metzger, age 54, wife of written
Continued from Page I
instruction, 'to accept
be limited to 30 participants
Henry F. Metzger who died
supervision, to drive a car,
except for the Wednesday solemnly promise to leave me left to right, while a bean vine
At Veterans Hospital
April 19, 1972, passed away interest
and ability in comalone.
will climb a pole from right to
evening session.
THURMONT, MD. I AP) — her father, and Prince Charles, Monday at six p.m. at the
municating with the public, and
If you think that you've got left. We have not checked on it,
President Nixon has given her brother. The young man, Murray-Calloway County
cooperativeness, reliability and
Layrnon Neale, retired emthe mystical knack, Then, but we are sure Eurie is right.
White House Chef Henry Haller who was not identified, was Hospital. She was a member
cheerfulness, a spokesman ployee of the Murray Postoffice,
sweetie, just try getting me off
the day off, but the family still quietly hustled out of the of the Seventh and Poplar
said.
is a patient at the Veterans
your back.
We made a note of this
will have the traditional turkey church. Police said that since Church of Christ. She was born
Beginning salary for the Hospital, Martinez, California,
discovery several weeks ago
dinner on Thanksgiving Day.
he had done nothing wrong he March 3, 1928, in Tennessee and
position is
and is scheduled to undergo
The vomit, the cramps, your and just ran across it yesterday.
This will be the first time would not be charged.
was the daughter of the late Interested $293.00 per month. surgery
(Continued from Page 1)
next Wednesday.
persons
gut
tied in a knot, The jangling Sorry about that Eurie.
may
obtain
that the Nixon family has celeWilliam and Lillie Allan
further information and an
Neale is the father of Mrs.
nerves screaming for just one
brated the Thanksgiving holiDeakins.
Tuesday
to
lunch
with
the
application blank for the Cleo Sykes of Murray and Mrs.
SACRAMENTO, Calif. AP)
We drop by Ed Thurmond's
day at Camp David, one of the
beautiful blond wife of banker more shot—
The Murray woman is surexamination from the Calloway Dorothy Hickok of Richmond,
The cold chills and hot sweat, place yesterday and picked up a
—
Sirhan
Sirhan,
B.
the
confavorite weekend
vived by twin daughters, Mrs.
vacation
Freddy
Cushing,
with
who
is
California. Mr. and Mrs. Sykes
County Health Department, or
the withdrawal pains, Can only couple of bags of field corn.
spots. The cooking chores will victed killer of Sen. Robert F. James (Jane) Hall of
Lehman Bros. in Paris. Friends
Mc- by writing the
be saved by my little white Looks as though we are going to
Merit System and their son, Dale, recently said the Cushings
be in the hands of stewards Kennedy, has refused to attend Minnville, Tenn., and Mrs.
have
invited
Office,
visited Mr. Neale,
grains.
Kentucky
State
have to feed our Squirrels for
from the Navy mess at the his first parole hearing.
Stephen ( Henrietta ) Morgan of
Kissinger to have Thanksgiving
His address for those who
There's no other way, and the whole winter.
The California Adult Author- Murray; one son, William B. Department of Health, 275 East
White House.
dinner
with
them,
indication
an
Main, Frankfort.
would like to send him cards or
there's no need to look; For
ity, the nine-member panel
that his talks with 'Tho may
The Navy stewards, super- which acts as the parole board, Metzger of Decatur, Ga.; one
letters is Laymon Neale, 2B
deep down inside, you will know
Applications
must
be
They eat the heart out of the
brother, Thomas A. Deakins of
continue into the weekend.
vised by Crndr. Ronald Jack- had scheduled Sirhan to appear
received by the Merit System North, Ward 269, Bed 26, c-o
you are hooked.
grain of corn and move on to the
Nashville
,
Tenn.;
North
Vietnam
meanwhil
grandson,
one
e
son, provide food for White with 80 other convicts, a
office or be postmarked no later Veterans Hospital, Martinez,
next grain. There is no waste
sounded its daily blast with a
House officials and do the cook- spokesman said Tuesday. But Stephen Carter Morgan.
than November 29
California.
You'll desperately run to the actually since the
birds finish it
"special communique" pusher,
ing at Camp David, a military Sirhan refused to appear at the
and then You'll up.
-dernsnial
ing
that
the
United
installation, when the President hearing, which was held Monwelcome me back to your arms
States halt its' bombing and once again.
is there.
day. He also refused to say
Reading about a Japanese
"sign with equal speed the
And when you return (just as who went to
the eye doctor.
Thursday's dinner will be a why he wouldn't go before the
peace agreement" Kissinger I foretold!)
, I know that you'll After the examination the
private family affair with only board.
and Tho worked out in Paris in give me
your body and soul.
Sirhan was sent to death row
doctor told him: "You have a
son-in-law David Eisenhower
October.
You'll give up your morals, cataract." The Japanese
GRAVES COUNTY
shook
missing. He currently is on at San Quentin Prison in May
South Vietnamese President your conscience, your heart, his head firmly
MEETS' 2nd AND
and siad..o,
Navy duty in the Mediterra- 1969 for the gunshot slaying of
And
Nguyen
you
will
Van
be mine until we have a Rincoln."
Thieu's senior
CHAPTER 106
Kennedy in June 1968. But last
nean.
4-th MON. N/TES
adviser on national security, DEATH DO US PART.
Feb. 18, the California Supreme
The Nixons' dinner menu will Court ruled
Nguyen Phu Due, left Saigon
capital punishment
J. Paul Getty, the multibe: roast turkey, bread dressEarle Kelso comes up with an millionari
Tuesday night for Paris,
violsted the state consitution
e was attending an
ing, giblet gravy, whipped popresumably to put new pressure oddity. Says that a Honeysuckle abstract art exhibit
and the death penalty for Sirin London
tatoes, green peas and onions, han and 109
on Kissinger to hold out for a vine winds around a tree from and was
other prisoners
asked if he understood
fresh cranberry salad mold, was commuted automatic
peace
agreemen
t conforming to
ally to
the paintings. With a shrug, he
minted pears, hot dinner rolls life imprisonm
Thieu's demands.
ent.
said,
"It has taken me all of my
and pumpkin pie with whipped
life to understand that it is not
The chief demands are for
cream.'"
absolutely necessary to unTE1, AVIV (AP) — Lt. Gov.
withdrawal of all North Vietderstand everything."
Dester Maddox of Georgia,
namese troops from South
(Continued from Page 1)
LONDON AP) — Princess known for his ability to ride a
Vietnam, and safeguards to
Anne was attending a memorial bicycle backwards, says he will
insure that a proposed council of foreign stock and, in the
service at a London church demonstrate his prowess by
We called Joe Nal Spann last
to arrange elections would not State of Kentucky, 2.2 percent.
The more liberal immigration night. He's in the Baptist
when a young man claiming to performing for the people of Isturn into a coalition governpolicy of recent years has Hospital in Memphis and he
be "from God" slipped through rael.
ment.
resulted in an influx from reported that he is doing ok.
tight security and knelt 'down
Maddox arfive irc Tel Aviv on
There was speculation that foreign lands that was 32 per- Voice sounded strong so maybe
beside
•
- - Tuesday With
a -200-member
Duc would continue on to cent greater in the 1960 and with proper treatment he'll
The man, wearing sneakers group of
tourists. He told
:Washington as a special envoy )..970 period than, in the 1950
and a white sweater, made two newsmen
to come around ok.
tha the bicycle he had
from Thieu to President Nixon. 1960 span.
attempts to enter the Church af with him
was to be given to a
The South Vietnarnes are
Since 1965, the number adSt. Martin's-in-the-Fields at Baptist
NEW DAV SERVICE bFFICER — Weldon
Ichool in a Tel Aviv
District commander, presimts Thomas with
growing increasingly critical of mitted from Asia rose nearly
Trafalgar Square on Tuesday suburb.
Thomas
of
Hazel,
Ky.
his
(right)
is pictured
Maddox said however,
credentials. The new DAV Service
H-BOMB
Kissinger, and Thieu on Mon- 370 percent and from Africa, 140
before he finally got inside.
Officer will be in Mayfield each third
that he would not make the receiving certification of his appointment as
The Atomic Energy Comday asked Nixon to receive an percent. It was partially offset
the new DAV Stet* Service Officer. James
The intruder took his place in presentati
Saturday to assist veterans and their
on until he had given (Mikity) Cochran
emissary who would clarify the by a drop in the number of mission tested the H-bomb in
of Mayfield, the DAV First
the pew alongside Anne, who a demonstra
dependents with their service-connected
tion on how to ride
Saigon government's position entries from Northern Europe the Aleutians on Nov. 8, 1971
claims.
was sitting with Prince Philip, it
after the Supreme Court reon the draft agreement.
and Canada.
fused to intervene

World News Briefs

Smokers ...

Two-Day Workshop
By Dr. David Aspy
To Be Conducted

4,4 %will,
01,

Funeral Servicei
Being Held Today
For Mrs. Metzger

,t4 -

Service Aide Exam
To Be Given Dec. 1

People In The News
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Cases
Court
Several cases
in the Cal
Court of Judge Ro
Those pleading g
were:
mo
Dtaorv.idfue
Blasper
ti(ai
rn
costs $10.50, •
Motor Transpor
Gary Docks s
$19
security.
$10,
Cathy
efisBtos
of $10 suspend
paid, state police
Orvis Fiekier,
of $10 suspend
pass
ida.)
Sntaete R
poolyicis
amended to rec
ix
Fined $100, cos
police.
Harvey Puck
$10 fine suspend
paid,tdttatetty
m
poo
rli
Betty
amended
:
Fined $50, cos
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Gary Gabe
travels fast

Cases Heard In County
Court Of Judge Miller
Several cases have been
heard in the Calloway County
Court of Judge Robert 0. Miller.
Those pleading guilty and fined
were:
David Bastion, no Kentucky
motor fuel permit. Fined $20,
costs $10.50, .Department of
Motor Transportation.
Gary IN-da, speeding. Fined
$10, costs $19.50, campus
security.
Cathy Boren, speeding. Fine
of $10 suspended, costs $19.50
paid, state police.
Orvis Fielder, speeding. Fine
of $10 suspended, costs $19.50
paid. State police.
Wayne Royster, D.W.I.,
amended to reckless driving.
Fined $100, costs $14.50, state

paid, state police.
Lanel Lowry, speeding. Fined
$10, costs $19.50, state police.
DavidGattis, speeding. $10
fine suspended, 119.50 costs
paid, state police.

severed left hand and badly
mangled left leg.
Quick action by friends,
along with surgery by Dr.
Mike Callaghan, saved both
his hand and leg. He is still
undergoing skin grafts, but
both hand and leg are workable again and Gabelich is
planning a return to racing.
"I'm just thrashing right
now," he said recently after a
return from the Salt Flats,
where he watched Dave Anderson establish a number of
records for a rocket-dragster.
We've got our car designed
and have the good people for a
team. What we need is the
money to back our effort at
breaking the sound barrier,"
he said.
Gabelich said that his next
racing venture will be a try at
the sound barrier (estimated
at 720 m.p.h. on the flats at
Bonneville. "But we've got to
get the money — half a million
dollars — together before
well go any further."
Gabelich's projected run for
720 m.p.h., however, is far
from his ultimate goal.
"After that is broken, I'm
looking for people to be shooting for 1,000 m.p.h. the next
year. Once we get through the
sound barrier, that's the
trick," he added.
As inconceivable as these
speeds may seem. Gabelich
has plans even beyond them.
"I'd like to be the fastest
man on earth and on water at
the same time," he suggested.
"I've gone over 200 in a prop
boat. Actually, I was the first
man to go over 200 in the
water. But that would be kind
of wild being the fastest man
on land and water, too,
wouldn't it?"
For Gary Gabelich, the future is right now. Or maybe it
was a minute ago. He travels
through life so fast, the future
is having trouble staying
ahead of him.

By BOB COX
Copley News Service

Gary Gabelich has a dream.
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Mrs. Karen R. McGinnis

Scholarship To
Be Created For
Home-Ec Majors
A fund has been established at
Murray Stijte University to
create a peepetual scholarship
in memory of the late Mrs.
Karen Richards McGinnis of
Columbus, Ohio, a 1966
graduate of the university.
To be called the Karen
Richards McGinnis Memorial
Scholarship, the award will be
made to Non-Kentucky undergraduate students who have
chosen home economics as a
major. Donations from family
and friends will provide a base
investment for the fund.
--- Mrs. McGinnis, who completed her degree in home
economics, died Oct. 6 in
Columbus at the age of 28. Her
hometown was I.ancaster,
Ohio, where she graduated from
Lancaster High School in 1962.
Besides her husband, Bernard C. McGinnis III, formerly
of Huntingdon, W. Va., she is
ed by two young sons,
surviv
'b.
Bernard C. McGinnis IV and
John R. McGinnis, her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Richards
of Upper Arlington, Ohio, and
two sisters, Mrs. Cloyce K.
Brown and Mrs. Fred Clark,
both of ColunpfAIST
She was al.4o a niece of Miss
t'Ormot
•
Clara
chairman of the art department
at Murray State and now
director of the art gallery
named in her honor on the
carnpus.
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Women Favor Idea Of Much Planning Goes Into Turkey
Dean Taking Baby To Before It Is Thanksgiving Meal
Work Twice A Week

•
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•

r •• •11

THE ROYAL AIM FACES A TEST—Using two-handed grip, Prince
Charles of
Britain aims a pistol in West Berlin, Germany, which he visited Occasion for
the royal
target practice came during a visit to British units stationed in the forme
German capital.
Charles is Prince of Wales

RELIGION

Evangelism campaign
being readied for 1973
By CLAIRE COX
NEW YORK — Efforts will
be made next year to put a
Bible into the hands of every
man, woman and child in
North America because 40
churchmen concerned about
the spiritual plight of the nation met in an Arlington, Va.,
motel in 1967.
The meeting, cosponsored
by Dr. Billy Graham, the
evangelist, and Dr. carl F. H.
Henry,former editor of Christianity Today, launched what
may turn out to be the greatest interfaith cooperative effort and most massive evangelistic campaign in thi histo-

ry of Ctristianity.
The group gathered in response to an editorial in the
conservative Protestant
Christianity Today calling for
the pooling of manpower and
resources to "carry out the
Great Commission of our
Lord." Five years of planning
at a cost of $2 million are
about to make Key 73 a
reality.
The name Key 73 was
chosen because the group met
near the Francis Scott Key
bridge linking Washington,
D.C., and Arlingtc.i. Leaders
of the movement felt that it
would be fitting to name the
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effort after the author of the
national anthem.
The label was found to be
appropriate for other reasons,
according to Dr. T. A.
Raedeke, executive director
of the evangelizing campaign
and former member of the
evangelism staff of the
Lutheran
Church-Missouri
Synod.
First, he said, 1973 could
well be a key year for the
churches, if the campaign
succeeds. Second, he observed, there are many doors
to be unlocked, with each person holding his own individual
key.
In the years since the Arlington meeting, the movement has grown to a point
where nearly every Protestant denomination and grow
has at least indorsed it in
principle. More than 130 denominations, bodies and
"pora-ecclesiastical" groups
are participating, mainly at
the grass roots, local church
level.
"Key 73 calling our continent to Christ will be the largest, the most massive envangelism effort ever attempted
in North America," Raedeke
declared.
He cautioned, however, that
it was not conceived to launch
a new ecumenical movement,
to establish a more powerful
ecclesiastical structure or to
force the various denominations and groups into a new
church union.
Rather, he said, it was designed to unite Christians in a
common task of evangelization of the estimated 40 million unchurched children on
the continent and of the grow•ing number of "pagan"
adults.
In elaboration, Raedeke explained that the general purpose of Key 73 is "to confront
the people of our continent —
more fully and more forcefully — with the Gospel of Jesus
Christ by proclamation and
demonstration, witness and
ministry, word and deed."
With about half the people
on the continent claiming
membership in 340,000 local
Christian churches, he said,
Key 73's leadership hopes that
100,000,000 individuals will become involved in the evangelizing process.

diapers when necessary.
Gideonse will keep the infant
about four hours each time he
takes him to work. His wife,
Sarah, stops to breast feed
their only child, but most of the
time Gideonse is alone with
him.
Thinking about the stack of
mail on the desk at his home,
Gideonse said the responses to
his idea came from "every
spectrum, professional people,
Laborers, taxpayers, political
ori.;anizations, businesses...."
He said child neglect organizations especially thought the
idea was good, and the activity
prompted many people to suggest that business set up child
care centers.
Gideonse plans to answer all
the letters he received.
•'I owe it to them, they were
good enough to comment on my
idea."
Still receiving support of his
idea from UC President Warren
Bennis, Gideonse intends to
continue taking his won to work
as long as it doesn't interfere
with his or anyone else's work
efforts.
It is about the only time I
really get to see him," Gideonse laments. "I think of it
as homely, the thing to do."

By JOHN W. CHACE ..
Associated Press Writer
CINCINNATI ( AP)—A University of Cincinnati dean, who
takes his 3-month-old son to
work with him twice a week,
says almost 100 per cent of the
women responding to his idea
favor it.
"About all of an estimated 80
females who sent mail or telephoned reacted positively," Dr.
Hendrik Gideonse, dean of the
college of education, said.
"About four of the five negative
responses were from males.
"They were criticizing what I
was doing to their image as fathers and professionals."
Since about a month ago
when his unusual activity was
publicized, Gideonse said he
has received nearly 150 pieces
of mail plus telephone calls
"and the ratio is about 25-1 in
favor of it."
Gideonse, 36, a bearded
educator who formerly served
as a researcher for the U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, said he began
taking his son, Hendrik, to
work with him because he
works nearly 60 hours a week
besides handling nightly duties.
"I thcIlight I was sacrificing
my family life so I decided to
do something about it," Gideonse explained. "So far it has
proved to be only an asset. It
makes my life pleasant and fun
and it is clearly a boost to morale of people around here I his
office)."
Gideonse has a crib in his office, and changes the baby's

TREE LOVER
The 200-year-old elm tree at
Newark, Notts, England,
which Andrew Boggie, a postman,tried to save by sitting in
its branches, will be used to
build a children's playground
at a local hospital.

By CONNIE LARKIN
Associated Press Writer
COLUMBUS, Ohio (API —
The tough part of your Thanksgiving turkey is getting him to
your friendly neighborhood
store.
After that it's all gravy getting him to your festive table.
"Almost two years of planning goes into the turkey you
buy at the store," said Dick
Staugler. "We started ordering
breeding turkeys for next
year's crop of Thanksgiving
turkeys back in January."
Staugler is general manager
of the Wayne Poultry Co. of
Fort Recovery, one of Ohio's
largest processors of turkeys.
That means your Thanksgiving turkey, circa 1972, went into
production in January, 1970, a
gleam in a supermarket manager's eye.
Back in July, 1971, your turkey's parents may have arrived
at Wayne as an egg, or perhaps
even as a young bird, known in
poultry circles as a poult.
"Then they were contracted
out to various turkey farms to
be grown," explained Staugler.
These farmed-out turkeys,
said Staugler, didn't begin turning out little gobblers for 30
weeks,sometime last February
or March.
"The offspring of those turkeys are the ones that will appear on this year's Thanksgiving table," he said.
Each store Wayne serves
knows about how many turkeys
it will need for the annual turkey stuffing season.
"We have to know that figure
at least three weeks in advance
of delivery," said Staugler. "If
they want the turkeys packaged

Reg. Box $109
$1.35 Value

!ladle thaek

Vmhuosi

Phone 753-7101

Parisians were startled to
see 60 sheep gazing on the
lawns surrounding the Eiffel
Tower recently.
The demonstration was
staged by farmers from
southern France, whose grazing lands are threatened with
takeover as military exercise
area.
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73 Equipment Catalog NOW AVAILABLE!
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SAVE
$27.95!
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AM/FM DIGITAL
CLOCK RADIO

Rib Eye
U S GOVT

English

GI

3495
Digichron-6 is less than 4"
high and fits easily under most shelves. Other
features include front mounted auto-on-off switch, ceramic filter for clear FM, and earphone lack. 12-1496
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BATTERY/AC CASSETTE RECORDER

GENUINE

Ground
CHRISTMAS-GIFT
STEREO SYSTEM!

3795
SAVE $5.00!

,stem includes the S74-14 AM/FM receiver with 19 watts of stereo power. -44"
stereo changer with precise tracking arm,
and stereo cartridge: and 2. MC-500 (5"
woofers — 2" tweeters) acoustic suspension speakers Elements housed in walnut cabinetry Reg 192 90
31-2044, 40-1981. 42-2596
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CTR-6 features automatic level control for smooth recordings, remote control
"mike" with desk stand, eject lever, and much more! 14-858

UNIQUE CHRISTMAS ITEMS FOR EVERYONE ON YOUR GIFT LIST!
EXECUTIVE-STYLED
HEADPHONE AM
MEDALLION RADIO
DESKUBE — RADIO
PORTABLE RADIO

CLARINETTE III
AM/FM•PHONO
STEREO MUSIC SYSTEM
System features an AM/FM stereo radio
with "black-out" dial, matched ceramic
magnet speakers, and a record changer
with diamond and sapphire needles
13-1180

KING CO

Sliced
MARKET

Pork

An ideal accessory for
office, den or study
Pre-set favorite stations and lust click
-play bar 12-175

Foam earcushions and adiustable
Twin
headband
21
/
4" speakers
Battery included
12-191

95

95

TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER'"SPACE
PATROL"
Lf

Wear 'Emi Stand 'Erni Hang 'Erti!e•
Sir timely messages in vibrant
color, each with a
solidistate AM
12-200/

Credit Plans to

95

.-

many budget ..,.

I= Oa

13995

WALKIE- WHAT A
65-in-1 ELECTRONIC
REALISTIC' PLUG 'N TALK
TALKIE CHRISTMAS
PROJECT KIT 1795
14
95
Taut power up !, GIFT!
mile (dep.,
345
dent upon 1,,
rain) 60-3030

,
sati$ 1111 1.1

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

12th & Sycamore

Sheep graze
at Eiffel Tower

Your One-Stop Toyland!
LAYAWAY PLANS
Available!

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,

Kettuckw fried ekicken.

Federal State Market News
Service November 21, 1972
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 809 Est. 600
Barrows and Gilts 25 cents
lower
Sows 25 cents to fully 50 cents
low
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 28.25-28.75
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 27.75-28.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 27.25-27.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 26.50-27.25
Sows
US 1-2 270450 lbs., 22.25-22.75
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 21.50-22.25
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 20.50-21.50
Boars 20.00-25.00

BONE IN

c
r
.

-Cole Slaw, Rolls

Purchase Area
Hog Market

LB

* SPECIAL *
$ 1 09

million of the 120 million turkeys raised each year in the
nation.
Of course, if all this planning
and processing turns you off,
go out and shoot your turkey.
"Wild turkeys are on the increase to such a degree," said
Dr. Touchburn, "that a hunting
season is opened on them in
states such as Ohio "

in their own labels, at least two
months in advance."
So, your turkey is on the
way. He may be in the store
right now.
Part of the trouble is that
Wayne—and any other turkey
grower and processor—must
make allowances for disease
and sudden death. Turkeys are
not noted for intellect and caution.
"We normally plan on a 10
per cent fatality figure for our
birds," said Staugler, "and
that's out of about 3 million
pounds processed a year."
Then there's another bit of
bother. Turkeymen love this
bit—the year-round eater of
turkey. Hopefully they report
this type of turkey fancier increasing in numbers.
"The high cost of red meats,
such as beef, make lowerpriced turkey an attractive
buy," said Dr. Sherman Touchburn of Wooster, an Ohio State
University researcher.
"This coupled with the fact
that turkey is being sold in
more variations, such as in the
ground form, puts it in demand."
You may not go for turkeyburgers, but turkey processors
are in there trying.
The Pilgrim Fathers wouldn't
know today's turkey. He's
white.
"Colored turkeys," said Dr.
Touchburn, "are rapidly disappearing and now are being
used for collecting and contest
purposes."
Big item: the white feathers
don't show up in the skin as
much.
What with all this turkey-eating, Ohio produces about 10

JI4rvisI oF T6tiksgivilig

ALL DAY THURSDAY (Murray Only)

PEA

1

WITH SEPARATE
SPEAKER!

5

__41

7?P
149p

North 12th Street Extended

Nimmi,,,=RPhone 753-7100

, ,,

AM

t
',..

.

, -.1,.:i;c
f...64I
. ''1; s R
8
I 2;
161E°
8

CONVENIENCE2
.8."°
.

Authorized Sales Center
Sight and Sound Sales and Service

Yell°
GOLD F

FRESH

,

eea
P

2,STAT1011._

GREAT EDUCATIONAL FUN!

MOST STORES ARE OPEN NIGHTLY AND SUNDAYS FOR YOUR SHOPPING

FLORID

Bona

c I
•

SNOW W

Caulifl

-43..210 .41
WIRELESS INTERCOM!

Radio

80 Main St.-Benton, K
527-99011
dpen

A TANpY t0171.011A1 ION i;OMPAKIY

Daily 10-9 PM

Closed Sunday
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INVALUABLE KROGER COUPON

11!VALUABLE KROGER COUPON huG
BANQUET

IWO
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WWI

6-Bat. Ctn.$

IND

II -OZ
PK GS

W▪ W▪ I
WNW

Plus Bottles or
Deposit

ri

WWI
EMI
EWE
ERNI
NOW
NM/
EWE
MEM

WITH THIS COUPON AND 85 00 ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE. EXCLUDING TOBACCO AND IN
ADDITION TO ANY OTHER PURCHASE REO NOV 25
UIREMENTS GOOD THRU TUES
LJACT ONE SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES

WITH THIS COUPON THRU TUES . NOV 28
LIMIT ONE SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES

ecmer

111111111111111111111111111111111
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rket
arket News
21, 1972
Area Hog
ludes 9

I $1:111111T

1. Est. 600
25 cents
Ily 50 cents
., 28.25-28.75
., 27.75-28.25
27.25-27.75
26.50-27.25
s., 22.25-22.75
, 21.50-22.25
s 20.50-21.50

PLUS TOP VALUE STAMPS

BAKERY PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., NOV 25.
OTHERS GOOD THRU NOV. 28.

Double TV Stamps Every Tues. & Wed.

LIMIT RIGHT RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1972-THE KROGER CO.
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28
$1

SIRLOIN STEAK

ration was
mers from
whose grazeatened with
Lary exercise

FAMILY PAK OF
3 OR MORE

T-BONE
STEAK

$118
LB

LB

RIB STEAKS

$138

Club Steak

LB

S GOVT GRADED CHnicr

Bids. K.C. Steak

98c

ME
95!

S
R HAL F
VAC-PAC

English Roast

Swiss Steak

LB.$

10 TO 14
MIXED CHOPS

LB

99;

GENUINE

Ground Round

LB

LB

FAMILY PAK
OF 3-LBS
OR MORE

LB

69c

Bologna

Fonda Fresh

TANGELOS

-LB.
BAG

995
LARGE
HEAD

Cauliflower

LUG 't4 TALK

FLORIDA FRESH

Yellow Corn

8

EARS

LB 39C
2-OZ
PK G

75;

790
-LB
BAG

JUICY (FLORIDA)

FOR

14/ BAG

CALIFORNIA

_-437210

TERCOM!

10 1l, 813c
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Y

!d Sunday

rl

59C
37c

PK G

Pie Shells

OF 2
AVONDALE CRINKLE-CUT

tic

1334-0Z

CAN

27`

-I

Asparagus Spears C15-0Z
A.14

45`

AVONDALE

PINEAPPLE JUICE

TOMATOES

3 $i

fl8e
4I. 8
4
1 -LB PIG

OT
101
/
2-0Z
CAN

SPOTLIGHT BEAN
3-LB fC229
BAG

Coffee

EMBASSY STRAPPBERBv

59% Kroger Zips
14c rretzels
_
1,;5415.,1„.SG'S
COUNTRY OVEN

Tomato Soup
PF ACH

1 -LB 79C
BAG

39c

OR BLACP

1 -Le

Preserves

100

MARGARINE

Corn on Cob

89c
88,

1 LB
4-0Z.
PKG.

Pumpkin Pies

KROGER

310.0z

.
Cookies trF):E_VLE/

CI US
AVORS

3

BARS

89'
Si

88c

71`
ULTRA BAN 5000
BOTTLE

Dristan

PKG

1465
.1111M22=2MENIMaffffi'
GOOD FOR 10e

43c
29

79c
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t•!Isi
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,1 10 0, )3, SPOTLIGHT INSTANT COFFEE
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..I41.1414#0 VII It

1
,
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,
.

.

8.1.1y,,I4I.141,1 1,101

The new
Funk &Wagnalls
encyclopedia.
VOLUMES

2-25

VOLUME

49t

8-0Z

ANTISEP1 I,C

tie

JIll

c'5`

PKG

DEODORANt

16mm)

0,16
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10.,d 111P purChaSe304, or e,ther

8 OZ
PKGS

Pepto Bismol

'

.?`13e
.%
.111
'
114)
11"
1 4111,V211614114111th 111 1.114 '

24 TABLETS

1 2-0Z
'Nair Spray
2
CANS
1:3 MORE FREE'
Jergen's Lotion 10-0z

*WrI

fhp putt- hasp of Two 21'
COMET CLEANSER

Cheese Spread

4

35e

GO:ES
TA DTHRU TUES . NOV 78 LIMIT
ONE SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE

KROGER HOMESTYLE PIMENTO
8 OZ
PKG
KROGER
8-0Z'.

Cream Cheese

12-02
JAR

WITH THIS COUPON THRU TIJES
NOV 28 LIMIT ONE
SUBJECT TO
APPLICABLE TAXES

•

43c

S1 Crescent Rolls

PKGS

SUDDEN BEAUTY

99
(

KROGER REFRIGERATOR
1 4-02

K ROGER

KRoGER_,CUT QR WHOLE

Baby Okra

PKG
OF 12

ICE MILK

29c

‘4/4•E

A PERM(FAPATI
,
ER-PA-AAA, FrAPP-4,
-Frorwp-4-4r

PEANUT BUTTER

Ice Cream Bars
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7 I
". "I
VALUE STAMPS

• Ill

POTATOES

PKG.
c5C
0F w.
4-EARS

$1

PKGS

zon milk products. Good thru Tues.,
v Oa Linut one. Subiect to apishbit state and local taxes

KROGER

5 LB
FROSTY ACRES

210 OZ
Ele

with this coupon and $5.00 addsvonal
chase, excludIng tobacco and frith or

JAR
MARKET BASKET

•

BA.85c

JUMBO CALIFORNIA

LBS

kV

15 OZ
CAN

FREEZER PLEEZER

PET RITZ 9-INCH

29( Grapefruit
5
-L
79c
6:41 Cabbage 2
29`
Oran9es
OI
MitHoslis ATOES
RED GRAPES
LBS

OT
KROGER REGULAR OR SWEETENEE)

Su pp

Oranges 5
48' Navel
RED DELICIOUS
lc LB.
78' Apples
BAG

GOLDEN RIPE

Bananas

49c
Salad Dressing
59c
ORANGE JUICE
23
OT

SAFARI SUNDOWN.
ers PIRATE GOLD STRIKE:
SEA DIVER

CALIFORNIA

SNOW WHITE

Cranberry Sauce

LBS $1

Morrell

Pork Sausage

24'

LIBBYLAND 1 1 -OZ. PKG.

89c Drumsticks

MARKET MADE PURE

Broth

CAMPBELL S
5-0Z.
CAN

69 s

KROGER CUT

C
EV4 $
1

TURKEY WINGS OR
1 -LB
PKG

II 0Z

Early Garden Limas 3 Ic-1-Zs$1 Mayonnaise
KROGER

19'

OCEAN SPRAY

KROGER

KROGER

SLICED BACON

53c

1 -PINT

KROGER

Liquid Detergent

KING COTTON

Realemon

154 Chicken

9 -LB,. CAN

KANDU

COUNTRY STYLE

Tvan Pack

COLLEGE INN

49'
79c Vienna Sausage

LB
FAMILY PAK OF 3 LBS OR MORE

1 -LB
CAN

BOTTLE

DEL MONTE

45°
Sliced Bacon

Sweet Potatoes

KROGER GRAHAMS
3'XE, $11

LB

M stereo radio
ched ceramic
record changer
phire needles

VAC PAC
CANS

51"z $1

35C

Si

14 02
CANS

1 -LB
CANS

"RECONSTITUTED", LEMON JUICE
NO 3
CAN

OT

3

KROGER

Beans

REGULAR OR HONEY

Pork Roast

1 Kroger Drink

KROGER WHOLE KERNEL

14-0Z $1
CANS

JUICE'

P" $249Piimpkin

LB

4

89c Apple Sauce
4
GOLDEN CORN
PRINGLES

PINEAPPLE

FAMILY
3 OR MORE
OF
LB.

$109 Pork Steak

PLUMP-MEATY
STEaliii

HONO

LB

KROGER

-

FRESH, PICNIC-STYLE

Ground Chuck
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IN NATUR4
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$139

LB.

PORK LOIN
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FRESH
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Peas

1 -LB
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Fryer Legs
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PINEAPPLE -GRAPEFRUIT
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KROGER

BONELESS
SHOULDER -CUT

129 Rib Eye Steaks

GROUND BEEF
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STEM!
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49

KROGER

IN OUR' FLAVOR SEALED" PKG OF
APPROX 5-LBS

LE3S

1
FAMILY PAK OF $
LB
6 OR MORE

"PEOP1-E.aSk4QICE'.
BONELESS

LB
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U.S.GOVT GRADED CHOICE
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i92 90

Fryer Breast
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CUBE STEAKS
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Colonial Wild Turkey Making Comeback Among Some Families
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State Moving To Correct
Police Cruiser Shortage
FRANKFORT, Ky.—In a
continuing effort to assure highway safety, Gov. Wendell
Ford's administration is
taking steps to come to grips
with a problem which has been
"snowballing" since fiscal 1971.
Due to an administrative

Washington To
Hold Frontier
Christmas

ANTEE

a

By DON KENDALL
Wild turkeys can be found in
AP Farm Writer
30 states, according to National
WASHINGTON (AP)
Fish and Wildlife experts, but
Farmers are turning out more they disappeared
nearly 200
specially bred, plump turkeys years ago from where
the Pilthan ever before; and even the grims first discovered
them.
wild birth—which provided the
"Once quite common in New
Pilgrims with Thanksgiving England, it (the
"Eastern"
fare 350 years ago—are becom- wild turkey) became
extinct in
ing more numerous, says the that area around the turn
of the
Agriculture Department.
19th century," the ERS says in
Commercially grown turkeys a report. "However, the
Easthave become a year-around ern turkey still thrives
from
food item, not just a treat for Pennsylvania to Florida and
as
special occasions, because of far west as New Mexico."
Unproved, efficient production
Ironically, although the turtechniques and rising demand key is native to the New World,
among consumers.
the domesticated type, bred for
While few families next commercial production, was an
Thursday will sit down to wild immigrant.
turkey with trimmings, govern"Originally raised by the Azment surveys show the bird of tecs of Mexico, the bird was
colonial times is making a taken by Spanish explorers
comeback.
from Mexico to Spain and later
The Economic Research to England, where new strains
Service in USDA reports that were developed," the report
the wild-turkey population near- said. "It was then brought back
ly doubled in the past decade, to North America by settlers."
from an estimated 650,000 birds
Even so, it was a long time
in 1960 to more than one million before U.S. turkey raising realin 1970.
ly began serving consumer apBy comparison, poultry grow- petites on a full-time, sustained
ers are expected to turn out a basis.
record 128.4 million pampered
"Commercial flocks were
cousins of the rugged wild tur- raised on a small scale in the
key, according to USDA sur- 1920s," the report said. "By
veys.
about 1935, the U.S. farmer be-

decision made two years ago,
the Kentucky State Police now
does not have enough patrol
cars for all of its officers.
In fiscal 1971, the state
Department of Finance permitted Public Safety officials to
buy only 100 new police cars,
although money originally had
been budgeted for the purchase
of 240 cars.
Finance's decision was
reported to be part of an
national effort by state to force
auto firms to again grant a
"fleet discount" to car dealers
who sell to cities and states.
When the discount was
removed, the average price of a
police cruiser increased by
about 30 per cent or $925.
With such an increase in
price, officials could purchase
only about 160 new cars, but
Finance's action decreased the
number of vehicles to be
bought by another 60.
Although a small deficit in
cruisers has always existed,
officials admit that once a
substantial shortage does occur, it is extremely difficult to
catch up. Currently, about 60
cars, the same number of
vehicles not purchased because
of Finance's 1971 decision, are
needed by state troopers. The
shortage is expected to become
more critical in February when
40 cadets graduate from the
State Police Academy.
Reflecting Governor Ford's
concern for hieway safety,
efforts are being made to
correct the situation. So far in
fiscal 1973, 176 cars have been
bought, and plans call for the
purchase of 137 more. This
amounts to over a 200 per cent
increase in cruisers purchased
as compared with fiscal 1971.
However, state police officials say most new vehicles
are being used to replace cars
with high mileage.
"We like to replace ap-,
proximately half of our 650-car
fleet every year," said Col.
Larry G. Boucyer, director of
the state police.
"After about two years of
operation, a car will compile
50,000-60,000 miles. If the
vehicle is driven much more,
maintenance costs increase
considerably, and we do not get
a good auction price for the car
when we sell it." explained
Boucher.
When a lack of vehicles
exists, either a car is used for
two shifts, which quickly adds
mileage and wear-and-tear to
the vehicle, or two troopers ride
in the same car, causing a
waste in manpower.
Federal money for the purchase of vehicles apparently is
not available to Public Safety at
this time, and officials sec no
immediate solution to the
problem without an increase in
state funds.

Washington, Kentucky, the
first town in the United States to
be named for President George,
will again celebrate a "Frontier
Christmas." The town is being
restored to the way it looked in
the 1700's, when Simon Kenton
and Daniel Boone surveyed its
land. this year's Frontier
Christmas will be a two-day
open
house
celebration,
December 2 and 3. It is now an
annual event, with decorations
and activities as they would
have been in 1970, two years
before Kentucky became a
state.
"Frontier Christmas in
Kentucky" is notable for the
throngs of people walking
through the six buildings now
restored and watching
the
ancient art of arrow making
and various other crafts. These
include candlemaking, broom
making, weaving, quilting,
handbasketry,
woodcarving,
and in addition, the art of
portrait painting.
The Valley Bowhunters will
be making their own arrows on
Saturday, which they will shoot
next day during
their
marksmanship exhibition, to be
staged at 2 p.m. Sunday afternoon.
Asa result of its location, just
south of the Ohio River (in
present-day Mason County,
southwest of Maysville),
Washington was a main stop for
westbound settlers. Travelers
left the Ohio River at Limestone
Landing and traveled four miles
south to Washington, where
they were safe from attack by
the savage Indians of Southern
Ohio. Travelers could bring
their homes with them down the
Ohio and settle in Washington.
Meffords Fort, believed to be
one of the last existing flatboat
houses in the nation, is now;
restored and open to visitors.'
Both Saturday and Sunday,
country ham, transparent pie
and other home-cooked food will
be on sale.
At 4:30 Sunday afternoon,
December 3, all the bells in the
village will ring, calling visitors
to a candle vesper service in the
old church museum. The Mason
County Men's Chorus will sing
spirituals. The congregation
OIL SWITCH
will join in traditional ChristThe world's smallest public
mas
carols,
bring
to
railway — Romnty, Hythe
Washington's tourist season to a
and Dymchurch in Kent, Enclose.
gland -- has switched from
Washington's
restored
buildings are riper-Fetidly rrom -.coal to oil after 55 years. .
May through Latioi:Day a.nd4
— FOREST- 1-AND —
weekends only until December
In the continental United
1... Prospective visitors can
contact the Cane Brake Shop, States; most of the commerWashington, Kentucky 41096, cial forest land is in the eastern half of the country.
for special tours.

gan concentrating on turkey as Alabama, Pennsylvania or
a primary source of meat."
Florida. Those states, accordBy the 1960s, growers were ing to surveys, are where the
producing more than 100 mil- elusive birds are most plentiful.
lion birds annually. The leading
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Poor
states are Minnesota, Califor- weather has reduced Brazil's
nia, North Carolina, Missouri, wheat crop by 40 to 50 per cent
Texas and Arkansas.
and may force the Brasilia govIf wild turkeys are preferred, ernment to increase imports of
check when shooting seasons the grain next year, the Agriare allowed, prime your fow- culture Department said today.
ling piece and head for Texas,
Accordingly, the Foreign Ag-

ricultural Service said in a report, Brazil may have to import about 92.5 million bushels
(2.5 million metric tons) for the
year beginning next July 1,
compared with 59.2 million (1.6
million tons) imported in the
current year.
WASHINGTON
i AP) —
Trade associations, in cooperation with the Agriculture Department, have scheduled a

series of food promotions in the
Far East next spring in an effort to open new markets and
expand old ones.
Exhibits will be set up to
show U.S. fresh, frozen, canned
and convenience foods in Tokyo
next April 16-20. Further food
exhibits will be shown and
demonstrated in Hong Kong
April 25-26 and in Singapore
May 2-3, the USDA said.
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Take stock in America.
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COMPARE & SAVE
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Pringles
Potato
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Style
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-

Lii

Sucrets
Lozenges

99C Elsewhere

24 s
87C Else where

47 I53'

15

'I • 1
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yieeE
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90 Elsewhere
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Formula
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4 Speed
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$
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temperature cootroli

Electric

Electric Blanket
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Pressure Cooker
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temperature changes
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.
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Tree Ornaments
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complete
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Gift Boxed
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A

Extension Cord
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'
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BABY
SHAMPOO
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Vacuum Bottle
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Portable TV
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our great nation. From the
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Winter Months To Mean
Higher Electricity Bill
MAYFIELD-Customers of
the West Kentucky Rura
Electric
Cooperative
traditionally increase their
usage of electricity during the
winter months, according to
John Edd Walker, the co-op's
general manager.
"This increase in consumption
of
electricity
naturally means higher bills,"
Walker reminded.
Walker said that more
electricity is consumed during
the winter because people stay
inside more and run more
appliances and lights for longer
periods.
"There is no way to cut winter
electric bills drasticallywithout sacrificing comfort,"
Walker said, -but West Kentucky RECC members can
make the most efficient use of
the electricity they use by
following a few tips."
Houses should be adequately
insulated, and doors and windows should be caulked and
weatherstripped, according to
Walker.
Another -way to keep bills
down is to set the thermostat at
the lowest level of comfort and
leave it there, he said.
Opening drapes during the
day in rooms exposed to the sun
will cut down the need for extra
heat, but these drapes should be
closed at night for added
protection from the cold, he
added.
Heat should be turned down in
rooms not being used, and doors
and windows should be kept
tightly closed. Walker continued.
Lighting used generously will
also lessen the need for additional heat, he said.
"If West Kentucky RECC

On Friday, DeceMber 8, oneday heart clinic for rhedically
indigent Adult patients will be
held in the Graves County
Health Department, Mayfield.
The clinic will be conducted
by a medical team headed by
Dr. Robert R. Goodin, Assistant
Professor of Medicine at the
University of Louisville School
of Medicine and Director of the
Cardiovascular Laboratory at
Louisville General Hospital.
Sponsored by the Kentucky
Heart Association, the State
Department of Health, the
University of Louisville Medical
School, and the County Health
Departments, the
clinic
provides a diagnostic service
for each patient, along with
recommendations for treatment and management of the
case. Opportunity will also be
provided for the physician
referring the patient to consult
with the clinician regarding his
patient, and no patient will be
admitted without a written
referral from a physician.
Necessary expenses of the
clinic are being widerwitten by
the KHA and the State Health
Department. Clinic personnel
as well as space and equipment
will be provided by the Graves
County Health Department, the
State Health Department and
Kentucky
the
Heart
Association.
The clinic will serve patients
Ballard, Calloway,
from
Carlisle. Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Marshall and
McCracken Counties.

customers will follow these tips
on efficient use of their electric
heating system and other appliances, they should reduce
their winter consumption of
electricity," Walker said.
Walker also suggests that
preventive maintenance performed in the fall will help in
avoiding heating system
problems in the winter.
"Have a qualified serviceman
check your system to see that it
is operating properly--it could
save you costly repair bills
later," Walker concluded.
West
Kentucky
Rural
Electric Cooperative was
established more than 30 years
ago to supply low-cost TVA
electric
power
to
its
customers-and now serves
more than 21,000 members in
Graves, Calloway, Marshall
and Carlisle Counties.

Hazel Parent-Teacher Club Has Record Attendance, Open House
The Hazel Parent-Teacher
Club had a record number of
parents in attendance for the
open house held at the regular
monthly meeting on Thursday
evening, November 16.
Walter Byars, president,
presided. Mrs. Lanita Malcolm,
secretary, and Mrs. Ella Tidwell, treasurer, gave their
reports. Roy Cothran reported
on the plans for the blacktopping of a portion of the
playground. Mrs. Marilyn
Erwin, membership chairman,
said the club now has 171
members.
Mrs. Edna Robinson's fourth
grade students presented a
thought-provoking devotional
period using Thanksgiving
poems, scripture verses, songs,
and a prayer.
The room count was won by
Mrs. Eupal Underwaxi's first
grade for having the largest
percentage of parents present.
The room received the banner
and a cash prize.
Chairman of the budget and
finance committee, Hal Miller,

Hospital Report
November 17, 1972
ADULTS 93
NURSERY 2
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Nancy Carolyn Parker,
and Baby Girl, Rt. 7, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Joe Brooks Harrison, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Christine Marie
Kimbro, Rt. 4, Murray, Master
Terry Allen McGehee, 508 Pine
St., Murray, Mrs. Frances
Elizabeth Wheatley, 517 S. 4th,
Murray, Mrs. Violet Henrettta
Evans, Rt. 5, Box 2071, Murray,
Miss Cliristelle Palmer, Rt. 2,
Murray, Will Edward Dunnaway, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Odell Suggs, Rt. 7, Murray,
Mrs. Carolyn King Anderson,
Rt. 2, Murray, Joe Hal Spasm,
1204 Dogwood, Murray, Willie
Mitchell Story, Rt. 7, Murray,
Mrs. Evelyn Rolfe, Rt. 5,
Murray, Glenn Edison Puckett,
Rt. I, Murray, Elcis Franklin
Lamb, Rt. I, Kirksey, Mrs.
Holly Faye Langston, Box 665,
Murray, Mrs. Linnie Edith
Mathis, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Mary Alberta Huie,815 Hurt St.,
Murray, Mrs. Frances Wilcox,
Rt. 4, Murray, Thomas Huston
Whitis, Rt, 2, Murray, Mrs.
Bessie Swann
Patton (ex.
pired), 416 S. 16th, Murray,
Charlie Beasley Grogan ( expired), 606 Elm St., Murray.

November 18, 1972
ADULTS 91
NURSERY 2
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs, Glayds Marie Sadler,
Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs. Opal
Irene Outland, 1809 College
Farm Rd., Murray, Mrs. Mary
Louise Balentine, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Sylva Lynn
Haneline, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs.
Mable
Haynes
Yearry, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Loyola Olene Wyatt, 307 N. 7th,
Murray, J. C. Dunn, 706 Earl
Court, Murray, Orval Albert
Bibber, Rt. 6, Box 155, Murray,
Authur Cletus Jones, 800 Hurt
St., Murray, Mrs. Mary George
Wisehart, 713 Poplar, Murray,
Buford Corley Bailv, Rt. 4,
Murray, Burley Kirks, Rt. 2,
Hazel.
November 19, 1972
ADULTS 104
NURSERY 2
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Joe Jones, Box 394, Hazel,
Mrs. clarice McDaniel, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Mildred Outland,
Rt. 7, Murray, Miss Karen Lynn
Bennett, 713 Hart Hall MSU,
Murray, Ed Kubale, III, 409 N.
5th St., Murray, Mr. Ota
Truman Stalls, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Ola Olalia Underwood, 108
N. 12th St., Murray.

brought recoirunendations to
the assembly. Considered and
approved were plans to build
coat racks in the halls and in the
individual classrooms, to
finance a water fountain and the
panelling of the boys' dressing
room, and to furnish equal
funds for each teacher.
Byars thanked each one who
worked in the Fall Festival and
m the Turkey Shoot, and expressed his appreciation to the
group for their willingness to
serve and help make each
project a financial success.
Mrs. Jane Buchanan was
chairman for the Hazel Fall
Festival held in October. The
event featured games and
concessions and the winner of a
country ham was Mrs. Auche
Byars of Hazel. Throughout the
evening tickets were placed in
individual boxes to determine
the winners of the Halloween
King and Queen contest.
The nominees were: Lisa
Overby and Steve Adams, first
grade; Cindy Williams and
Bryan White, second grade;

Jane Ann Barrow and Michael
Wilson, third grade; Lori
Osbron and Ricky Hargrove,
fourth grade; Susan Perry and
Don Rogers, fifth grade; Carol
Cooper and Kelly White, sixth
grade; Felicia Pinner and
Shayne Tidwell, seventh grade;
Lisa Alderson and
Roger
Chrisman, eighth grade.
Selected in the first three
grades were Lisa Overbey,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Overby, and Steve Adams, son
of Mrs. Griselda Adams.
In the fourth, fifth, and sixth
grade contest, winners were
Carol Cooper, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lowell Cooper, and
Kelly White, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny White.
The seventh and eighth grade
winners were Lisa Alderson
daughter of Mrs. Lyndia
Alderson, and Roger Chrisman,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben
Chrisman.
The three couples were
crowned by Roy Cothran,
principal.
The Hazel PTC sponsored a

"Distinctive Apparel For Gentlemen and Scholars"

turkey shoot on Saturday,
October 21. Those in charge of
arrangements were Hal Miller,
Verlyn Malcolm, Hubert
Barrow, Brooks Gibson, and
Charles Overcast. Food and
drinks were served throughout
the day. Winner of the sporting
equipment valued at $100 was
Cy Miller of Hazel.
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The next meeting will be a
Christmas
program
on
December 14 with children in all
eight grades participating.
Meetings will not be held in
January and February. _
After the business meeting,
Principal Roy Cothran thanked
the assembly for all the help
and support given through the
year. The teachers went to their
rooms and the parents were
escorted to the various
classrooms by the students to
observe some of the work and to
talk with the teachers.
The seventh and eighth grade
mothers furnished refreshments for the social hour which
followed the open house.

* Use Our
Lay-Away
* Gift Certificates
Available

FENTON & HODGE

205,So. 5th Street
Open Friday

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY (Excluding Sale Prices Listed)

Until 8 p.m.

Motorola

Portable
Stereo
9" SCREEN

18" QUASAR

BLACK & WHITE

PORTABLE TV

Big Screen
Black & White

Plays Off Batteries or Electricity

Portable TV

Reg. '139.95
SALE PRICE

PORTABLE COLOR TV
With Portacart

Reg. '159.95

$8995
SALE
PRICE

16" Quasar

Color
Portable TV

22" Black & White

Console TV

Also . . . Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish Country Ham - Steaks
Open

a.m. to 10 p.m., 7 Days A Week

25" Motorola
Quasar

22" BLACK & WHITE

CONSOLE TV

Console TV
Reg. '669.95

„Contemporary Styling'
SALE

PRIcE

$gA Q95
w t

23" MOTOROLA QUASAR

CONSOLE TV

4t
;

THE LEDGER 81 TIMES -

WF.1)!SESIIAY—NO% frAlitElt 2'2. 1972

KKAY, KENTUCKY

The Prii

DIXIE FRESH

Source o

WIN FREE CASH

GRADE A LARGE

EGGS

In Murr

TREASURE CHEST

MEMBER OF ASsi
& UNITED PRESS

00

This Week Win:
$2009°

Prices Good Thur
Next Tuesday

Ina Miller
Rt. 6 Murray, Ky.

Limit: 3 Doz. with '7.50 additional
purchase, excluding tobacco and dairy products.

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Card Not Punched

1
4 Loin
We Reserve The Right To Limit /

U.S.D.A. Inspected Family Pack

CH
OP
68
PR
S
'
l
b
K.
FRYERS
CHUCK ROAS
RIB STEAK ..98c
Armour Testender

Armour Testender

Breast lb 49'

Country Fry

STEAK

lb'

Thighs lb 39'
Best of ir) 39.
Fryer

89c tchntliKStyleSAUSAGE

49c

lb

Wings

Armour Testender
Hot Bar- -Q

CHICKENS

lb.

59c

Elm Hill Pyramid
lb

BACON

Elm Hill Fully Cooked

HAM

lb-

Chunk Style

lb

Trailer

Pure Vegetable

61:1$1 00 CRISCO

BABY FOOD
Ballard

Gayety

Giant Size

22-oz
Bot.

JOY

Limit. 6

bag

48c

Big 16-Ounce
10-oz.
jar

COFFEE

'1"

$1
Rolls

Instant
3-oz.
jar

NESTEA

00

Maxwell House

PORK & BEANS

TISSUE

COFFEE

Limit 6

10
COUPON
Limit one per family

Limit one per famik

Maxwell House

Maxwell House

Northern

COFFEE
az_k_ir

99c Expires.11-25-72
Good Only at Storey's

COUPON

COFFEE

TISSUE

1 lb can

4 Roll Pkg.

69C

12-oz.
Jar

(with coupon below)

COUPON
limit one per family

3/$1

Expires 11-25-72 I
Expires li-28-72
Good Only at Storey's
Good Only at Storey's

COUPON
•
limit one per family

COUPON NO. 44526
Limit one per family

TOWELS WHEATIES
12 oz Box

3/$1

Expires 11-28-72
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 11-28-72
Good Only at Storey's

4

99

COUPON
Limit one per family

ot PON NO. 44525
Limit one per family

Vu ban

Gold Medal

COFFEE

FLOUR

1•lb can

25-1b. Bag
$259—

35e

Expires 11-28-72
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 11-28-72
Good Only at Storey's

2 29c
for

Trellis

CORN
Yellow
Whole Kernel
16-oz. can
Limit 6

(with coupon below)

Ckaia

Large Roll

Limit 2 Ctns.

6

Northern

Pkgs.

511t

8-Bot.
Ctn.

79c

Showboat

$1

RC COLAS

10lb.Ruby
Bag
6RUIT
I;e
8

49C ISOTATOES
4-Roll

88c

3-1b.
can

Nescafe

3

8-oz can

3-lb.

Qt 57c

MIRACLE WHIP

BISCUITS

14-oz.
can

for

BACON
38'

Field's

Gerber

ONIONS

$100

Morrell Econ. Bulk

69c

Whole

Fresh Picnic Style

Yellow

lb.

ftSANDWICHES 3

PRK.CHOPS
PK. ROAST lb 49;
49C PORK SAUSAGE lb. 19'
s BOLOGNA

$0.8It

lb 29'

Hot Bar B Q

69c SWISS STEAK..89c

Center Cut

Calloway

COUPON
Limit one per farnik

Bath Size

15

COUPON NO. 44527
Limit one per familk

COUPON
Limit One per famil

Betty Crocker

Giant Size

ZEST SOAP PIE CRUST
Mix

BOLD
49-oz.tox

3/59c— 1:74 4/59G
Expires 11-28-72
Good Only at Storey 's

Expires 11-28-72
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 11-28-72
Good Only at Storey's
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